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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Vuzix Corporation (“Vuzix”) filed this lawsuit to silence Richard J. Pearson (“Richard 

Pearson” or “Richard”)’s truthful speech exposing securities fraud at Vuzix and its California-

based investor relations (“IR”) firm IRTH Communications. Vuzix and its counsel Sichenzia are 

well aware that they cannot win this suit on merit. At every turn they have engaged in tactics 

designed simply to prolong this litigation, drive up the cost of defending this action, and tie up 

Richard’s time to chill his future speech about Vuzix, IRTH Communications, and other 

companies and individuals engaged in fraudulent stock promotion schemes.  

These tactics have included:  

 filing this case against someone named “Ricardo Antonio Pearson,” rather than against 

Richard Pearson, as the defendant;  

 filing the case in state court in New York based on “Ricardo Antonio’s” alleged residency 

in New York—when Vuzix, IRTH, and Sichenzia all know that Richard Pearson lives in 

Los Angeles, California;  

 failing to serve either “Ricardo Antonio Pearson” or Richard Pearson with the Complaint 

within the required 120 days for personal service under New York state court rules;  

 then seeking approval from the assigned state court judge to serve the Complaint by email 

only days before Richard Pearson was scheduled to attend an industry conference in Los 

Angeles, which he has been attending in person for years and which Vuzix was also 

scheduled to attend;  

 and then making no effort to personally serve Richard Pearson during that conference in 

Los Angeles; 

 waiting close to a month after the New York state court granted that request to serve by 

email, and then timing that service by email just days before Richard was scheduled to 

attend the Consumer Electronic Show (CES), where they knew Richard Pearson would be 

attending as a member of the media and where Vuzix was also attending;  

 filing a meritless motion to remand this case to state court; and  

 then, filing an amended complaint in state court, rather than in this federal court, in clear 

contravention of the rules governing removal.2  

 

                                                 
2 In fact, highlighting that Vuzix and its counsel are strategically feigning ignorance on these points, when Vuzix did 

file its Amended Complaint in this Court, it still named Ricardo Antonio Pearson as the defendant, despite the fact 

that Richard Pearson has submitted sworn testimony to the contrary. (See Dkt. 20.) Again, this is not simply mistakenly 

naming an incorrect party—it is a strategic decision by Vuzix to suggest to the Court and the public that Richard 

Pearson is someone other than who he says he is.  
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 There can be no question that Vuzix and Sichenzia know who Richard Pearson is and where 

he is located: Richard Pearson is a well-known public author who lives in Los Angeles and whose 

financial analysis has accurately identified securities fraud behind dozens of public companies —

including multiple clients of Sichenzia and IRTH Communications. This litigation should be 

viewed for what it is: an attempt to punish Richard Pearson’s reporting and analysis so as to deter 

him and anyone else from identifying and publishing about securities frauds. 

Vuzix’s Amended Complaint lacks all merit and should be dismissed because this Court 

lacks jurisdiction over Richard Pearson and because the allegedly defamatory statements that 

Richard Pearson made about Vuzix are protected opinion based on disclosed facts, substantially 

true, and/or not actionable as a matter of law.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Richard Pearson is a private investor, based in Los Angeles, California, who is widely 

recognized in his field for authoring articles on investing, including, at times, warning about fraud 

and other potential financial distress at publicly traded companies that are likely to affect 

investors.3 Richard Pearson does not regularly do or solicit business in New York. Richard Pearson 

Decl., ¶ 22. He has not lived in New York since 2005. Id. ¶ 20. He does not engage in any persistent 

course of conduct in New York. Id. ¶ 23. He does not derive revenue from services rendered in 

New York. Id. ¶ 22.  

Richard Pearson publishes investment analyses about publicly traded companies that are 

based in the United States and China. Since 2012, he has been publishing these analyses on his 

                                                 
3 He graduated from the University of Southern California in Los Angeles in 1997, with a degree in finance. Between 

1997 and 2005, he was an investment banker for Deutsche Bank, stationed at various times in Hong Kong, London, 

and New York. Richard Pearson moved back to Los Angeles in 2005. Since 2005, he has spent the majority of his 

time between Los Angeles and China. For additional information regarding Richard Pearson’s domicile and 

citizenship in California, see Richard Pearson Decl. ¶¶ 2-19.   
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website, Moxreports.com. In the past, his content—including the content at issue in this 

litigation—has also been republished on the financial website Seeking Alpha. Richard typically 

publishes reports about stocks where he himself has invested, and he clearly discloses any long or 

short investment positions accordingly. The financial commentary he publishes is consistent with 

his disclosed investment positions.  

Contrary to Vuzix’s characterization of his work as a “short-and-distort scheme,” Richard’s 

published analyses have been highly predictive of future outcomes. Dozens of the companies that 

Richard has warned about were later delisted from major stock exchanges, and numerous firms, 

companies, and individuals described in his reports were later indicted on federal fraud charges. 

Id. ¶¶ 29-43. When Richard finds indications of fraud, his standard practice is to file a formal 

whistleblower report with the SEC prior to publicly releasing his findings. Id. ¶¶ 48, 67.  

On March 16, 2018, Richard published a 27-page report on his website MoxReports.com 

about Vuzix (the “Vuzix Report”).4 The Vuzix Report explained in detail Richard Pearson’s 

analysis that Vuzix and its “investor relations” firm IRTH Communications appeared to be 

engaged in a fraudulent stock promotion scheme, which touted contrived association with 

recognized technology giants to artificially inflate Vuzix’s share price and that, as a result, Vuzix’s 

stock was likely to plummet in value from those artificial highs. At the outset, the Vuzix Report 

sets forth the six warning signs of fraud, which the SEC had published on its website.  

                                                 
4 The Court should, in considering this motion, review the Vuzix Report that is challenged in this litigation. Where a 

complaint is built around documents, that record becomes a “part of the pleading for all purposes.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 

10(c); Chambers v. Time Warner, Inc., 282 F.3d 147, 153 (2d Cir. 2002) (noting the court may consider any document 

“integral” to the complaint); Stepanian v. City of New York, 2015 WL 5350801, at *3 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 14, 2015) 

(“[Plaintiff] … included the video’s web address in the complaint. Since the video is incorporated into the complaint, 

I am allowed to consider it on a motion to dismiss” (citation omitted)). Vuzix did not attach the Vuzix Report to its 

Complaint or Amended Complaint. It is included in the Richard Pearson Declaration as Exhibit B. Additionally, given 

the procedural issues underlying this case, the Pearson Declaration includes additional factual background so that the 

Court can understand the overall context of this matter. Defendant’s Rule 12(b)(6) motion does not rely on those facts.   
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The signs of fraud identified by the SEC are:  

 

1. The SEC suspended public trading of the security or other securities 

promoted by the same promoter. 

 

2. Increase in stock price or trading volume linked to promotional activity. 

 

3. Press releases or promotional activity announcing events that ultimately do 

not happen. 

 

4. No real business operations (little or no assets; minimal revenues; false 

press releases). 

 

5. Company issues a lot of shares without a corresponding increase in the 

company’s assets. 

 

6. Frequent change in company name or type of business. 

 

See Vuzix Report at 4.5 This alert warns investors to “[b]e especially cautious regarding stock 

promotions if there are any warning signs of microcap fraud.” Id. (emphasis added). Richard’s 

report shows the text of those six warning signs as written by the SEC and then provides detailed 

evidence and examples to show how the activities around Vuzix match not just “any” but in fact 

ALL of the SEC’s six warning signs of fraud. See Vuzix Report at 4-27. 

The underlying facts disclosed in the Vuzix Report are not and cannot be disputed, and 

Richard Pearson disclaimed numerous times that “[t]he report is the opinion of the author.” He 

also fully disclosed that he has a short position in Vuzix because he believes that the share price is 

likely to fall substantially. Id. at 4.  

                                                 
5See also SEC Updated Investor Alert: Fraudulent Stock Promotions (March 29, 2016) (attached as Exhibit C to the 

Pearson Declaration). The Court may take judicial notice of an SEC Investor Alert, SEC filings, “documents publicly 

filed with the SEC,” and any other “documents retrieved from official government websites.” See Harris v. TD 

Ameritrade Inc., 338 F. Supp. 3d 170, 187 (S.D.N.Y. 2018); Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. v. Wrights Mill Holdings, LLC, 

127 F. Supp. 3d 156, 166 (S.D.N.Y. 2015) (“Courts routinely take judicial notice of [documents retrieved from official 

government websites].”); Fernandez v. Zoni Language Centers, Inc., No. 15-CV-6066 (PKC), 2016 WL 2903274, at 

*3 (S.D.N.Y. May 18, 2016), aff'd, 858 F.3d 45 (2d Cir. 2017) (“Courts may also take judicial notice of information 

contained on websites where “the authenticity of the site has not been questioned.”). 
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On or about March 20, 2018, Seeking Alpha republished Richard Pearson’s Vuzix Report. 

See Am. Compl., ¶ 25. The report published on Seeking Alpha was substantially the same as the 

report published on Pearson’s California website. See Richard Pearson Decl., ¶¶ 49, 51.  

On or about April 5, 2018, Vuzix filed a Complaint in New York state court seeking $80 

million based on allegations that nine statements contained in the Vuzix Report were false and 

defamatory. See Dkt. 1-1 at 7–24. These statements were plucked from the larger report in isolation 

and out of context. Vuzix did not provide the court with the complete Vuzix Report. Vuzix’s 

Amended Complaint is based on those same allegations. See Am. Compl., ¶¶ 31-58. 

ARGUMENT 

I. THIS COURT LACKS PERSONAL JURISDICTION OVER RICHARD 

PEARSON, AND THIS MATTER SHOULD BE DISMISSED.  

 

This Court lacks jurisdiction over Richard Pearson, who is not a resident of New York.6 

The Amended Complaint does not allege that this Court could exercise general jurisdiction over 

Richard Pearson, and the Court cannot because Richard Pearson is not domiciled in New York.7 

The Court also cannot exercise specific jurisdiction over Richard Pearson in this case. “A court 

may exercise specific personal jurisdiction over a defendant when the forum state has a long-arm 

statute that authorizes jurisdiction over the defendant and the defendant ‘has certain minimum 

contacts with [the forum] such that maintenance of the suit does not offend traditional notions of 

                                                 
6 A plaintiff bears the heavy burden of establishing that the court has personal jurisdiction over a non-resident 

defendant, like Richard Pearson. AmTrust Fin. Servs., Inc. v. Lacchini, 260 F. Supp. 3d 316, 326 (S.D.N.Y. 2017). To 

meet this burden, a plaintiff must proffer evidence that, if credited, will support findings as to every fact required to 

show that the exercise of personal jurisdiction over the out-of-state defendant is authorized by the forum’s long-arm 

statute and the Due Process Clause of the Constitution. Best Van Lines, Inc. v. Walker, 490 F.3d 239 (2d Cir. 2007). 
7 General jurisdiction should only be asserted where there is a sense of “home.” Goodyear v. Dunlop Tires Operations, 

S.A. v. Brown, 131 S.Ct. 2846, 2853-54 (2011). “For an individual, the paradigm forum for the exercise of general 

jurisdiction is the individual’s domicile.” Id. at 2853-54; see CPLR § 301 (citing Landoil Resources Corp. v. Alexander 

& Alexander Services, Inc., 565 N.E.2d 488, 490 (N.Y. 1990) (a non-domiciliary is subject to general jurisdiction in 

New York if she is “engaged in such a continuous and systematic course of ‘doing business’ here as to warrant a 

finding of her ‘presence’ in this jurisdiction.”). As set forth in extensive detail in his declaration, Richard Pearson lives 

in, resides in, and is domiciled in California and not New York. See Richard Pearson Decl. ¶¶ 2-19.  
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fair play and substantial justice.’” Best Van Lines, Inc. v. Walker, 490 F.3d 239 (2d Cir. 2007) 

(quoting Int’l. Shoe Co. v. Wash., 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945) (citations omitted) (internal quotation 

marks omitted).  

New York’s long-arm statute provides, in relevant part: 

[A] court may exercise personal jurisdiction over any non-domiciliary, or his 

executor or administrator, who in person or through an agent: 

 

1. transacts any business within the state or contracts anywhere to supply 

goods or services in the state; or 

2. commits a tortious act within the state, except as to a cause of action for 

defamation of character arising from the act; or 

3. commits a tortious act without the state causing injury to person or 

property within the state, except as to a cause of action for defamation of 

character arising from the act . . . . 

N.Y. C.P.L.R. 302(a) (emphasis added). 

As shown above, New York’s long-arm statute carves out specific exemptions for 

defamation claims. Vuzix’s allegations, therefore, that “Pearson committed tortious acts within 

and without the State that caused injury to Plaintiff in New York” are entirely irrelevant because 

the long-arm statute reaches only non-defamatory tortious acts committed, or causing injury, in 

New York. See N.Y. C.P.L.R. 302(a)(2), (3); Am. Compl. ¶ 10; see also SPCA of Upstate New 

York, Inc. v. Am. Working Collie Ass’n, 18 N.Y.3d 400, 404, 963 N.E.2d 1226 (N.Y. 2012) 

(“Defamation claims are accorded separate treatment [in the long-arm statute] to reflect the state’s 

policy of preventing disproportionate restrictions on freedom of expression . . . .”). 

Furthermore, Vuzix’s general allegation that “Pearson transacted business in New York 

that gives rise to the claims herein” is not only unsupported (and untrue), but the allegation itself 

is also insufficient to establish personal jurisdiction over Richard Pearson under N.Y. C.P.L.R. 

302(a)(1). See Am. Compl. ¶ 10. The Second Circuit has held that “New York courts construe 
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‘transacts any business within the state’ more narrowly in defamation cases than they do in the 

context of other sorts of litigation.” Best Van Lines, Inc. v. Walker, 490 F.3d 239, 248 (2d Cir. 

2007). In fact, the Second Circuit has explicitly said that “when the defamatory publication itself 

constitutes the alleged ‘transact[ion of] business’ for the purposes of section 302(a)(1), more than 

the distribution of a libelous statement must be made within the state to establish long-arm 

jurisdiction over the person distributing it.” Id. New York’s long-arm statute will not reach 

defendants, for example, who researched and wrote allegedly defamatory statements in another 

state and merely sent the statements into New York. See id. at 249.  

Rather, to establish jurisdiction over a defamation defendant under CPLR 302(a)(1), “there 

must have been some ‘purposeful activities’ within the State that would justify bringing the 

nondomiciliary defendant before the New York courts,” and there must be “some articulable nexus 

between the business transacted and the cause of action sued upon.” SPCA of Upstate New York, 

Inc. v. Am. Working Collie Ass’n, 18 N.Y.3d 400, 404, 963 N.E.2d 1226 (N.Y. 2012) (dismissing 

case against Vermont blogger for lack of jurisdiction under long-arm statute where blogger 

traveled to New York to make donations to shelter and later wrote about poor conditions she 

observed during her trip).  

In a case remarkably similar to the matter at hand, one New York court found that it lacked 

jurisdiction over a California defendant who was accused of defaming the plaintiff in a television 

broadcast that was recorded in California but re-broadcast in New York. Strelsin v. Barrett, 36 

A.D.2d 923, 923, 320 N.Y.S.2d 885, 886 (1st Dep’t 1971). 

Here, Richard Pearson researched the Vuzix Report in California and published the report 

on his website Moxreports.com, a California-based website, on March 16, 2018. Seeking Alpha re-

published the report on March 20, 2018. Under New York law, this re-publication by a New York-
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based website is insufficient to confer jurisdiction over Pearson. See Strelsin v. Barrett, 36 A.D.2d 

at 923, 320 N.Y.S.2d at 886.8 

Likewise, simply writing about a New York corporation does not subject the writer to the 

jurisdiction of New York courts. See, e.g., Best Van Lines, 490 F.3d at 248; SPCA of Upstate New 

York, 18 N.Y.3d at 404, 963 N.E.2d at 1226. Richard Pearson did not travel to New York to 

conduct research for his article, nor did he write the article in New York. “[M]ere [allegedly] 

defamatory utterances sent into the state” do not amount to “purposeful activities” conducted in 

New York and are insufficient to confer personal jurisdiction over Richard Pearson. See Best Van 

Lines, 490 F.3d at 248; SPCA of Upstate New York, 18 N.Y.3d at 404, 963 N.E.2d at 1226. 

Finally, Richard Pearson has not, as alleged by Vuzix, consented to the jurisdiction of this 

Court through the Terms of Use on the Seeking Alpha website.9 These Terms of Use state:  

The TOU, privacy policy and the relationship between you and Seeking Alpha are 

governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, 

without regard to its principles of conflict of laws. You and Seeking Alpha agree 

to submit to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction of the federal and state courts 

located within New York County, New York, and waive any jurisdictional, venue, 

or inconvenient forum objections to such courts. Dkt. 1-1 at 96 (emphasis added). 

This choice-of-law and forum-selection clause applies only to actions that arise between 

the user and Seeking Alpha: It does not apply to any claim arising out of or related to content posted 

on Seeking Alpha. Seeking Alpha is not a party to this action, and Vuzix is not a party to the 

agreement between Seeking Alpha and its users; therefore, this agreement has no application in 

this case. See Trodale Holdings LLC v. Bristol Healthcare Inv’rs, L.P., No. 16 CIV. 4254 (KPF), 

2017 WL 5905574, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 29, 2017) (non-party cannot be bound by a choice-of-

                                                 
8 Moreover, Seeking Alpha did not pay Richard Pearson to publish his report about Vuzix, which further disproves the 

argument that Richard Pearson transacted any business at all in New York. See Richard Pearson Decl. ¶ 50. 
9 Additionally, Richard Pearson enters only a limited appearance for purposes of contesting jurisdiction.  See ViaView, 

Inc. v. Retzlaff, 1 Cal. App. 5th 198, 216 (Ct. App. 2016). 
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law provision if the party is not a third-party beneficiary of the agreement or does not have rights 

“completely derivative of” and “directly related to” the rights of a signatory).  

For all of these reasons, Vuzix has failed to establish that this Court may exercise 

jurisdiction over Richard Pearson, and this case should be dismissed. 

II. VUZIX’S AMENDED COMPLAINT SHOULD BE DISMISSED FOR FAILURE 

TO STATE A CLAIM UNDER FED. R. CIV. P. 12(B)(6).  

 

 Even if this case were not dismissed on personal jurisdiction grounds, the case should be 

dismissed for failure to state a claim under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6). Each of the statements at issue 

in the Vuzix Report is protected opinion based on disclosed facts, substantially true, and/or not 

actionable as a matter of law. And, importantly, Vuzix makes no effort to rebut the substantial 

evidence set forth in the Vuzix Report demonstrating massive securities fraud, including more than 

20 pages of detailed examples to show how the Vuzix promotion displays not just “any” but rather 

ALL of the six “signs of microcap stock fraud,” which have been explicitly identified and warned 

about by the SEC. 

A. Legal Standard 

 

To survive a motion to dismiss under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6), “a plaintiff must state the 

grounds upon which his claim rests through factual allegations sufficient ‘to raise a right to relief 

above the speculative level.’” Biro v. Conde Nast, 963 F. Supp. 2d 255, 265 (S.D.N.Y. 2013), 

aff’d, 807 F.3d 541 (2d Cir. 2015) (internal citations omitted). Defamation cases require particular 

scrutiny at the motion to dismiss stage. “[I]n defamation cases, Rule 12(b)(6) not only protects 

against the costs of meritless litigation, but provides assurance to those exercising their First 

Amendment rights that doing so will not needlessly become prohibitively expensive.” Id. See also 

Adelson v. Harris, 973 F. Supp. 2d 467, 481 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (“Because a defamation suit ‘may 
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be as chilling to the exercise of First Amendment freedoms as fear of the outcome of the lawsuit 

itself,’ courts should, where possible, resolve defamation actions at the pleading stage.”).  

B. Vuzix Has Not Alleged Facts Sufficient to Support a Claim for Libel or Libel 

Per Se Under California Law.  

 

Plaintiff alleges two causes of action: libel and libel per se. Under California law,10 libel is 

“a false and unprivileged publication . . . , which exposes any person to hatred, contempt, ridicule, 

                                                 
10 “A federal court sitting in diversity applies the choice of law rules of the forum state,” and in tort cases, “New York 

applies the law of the state with the most significant interest in the litigation.” Lee v. Bankers Tr. Co., 166 F.3d 540, 

545 (2d Cir. 1999). In defamation actions where speech on a matter of public importance is threatened, the state where 

Defendant researched and published the statements often has the most significant interest in the litigation. “[L]ibel is 

less plaintiff-centered than other torts,” and “[t]he plaintiff’s domicile ‘should not be transferred into a rigid rule’ for 

determining choice of law issues in libel actions.” Davis v. Costa-Gavras, 580 F. Supp. 1082, 1093 (S.D.N.Y. 1984); 

Grass v. News Grp. Publications, Inc., 570 F. Supp. 178, 185–86 (S.D.N.Y. 1983) (citing Rudin v. Dow Jones & Co., 

510 F. Supp. 210, 216 (S.D.N.Y. 1981)).  

 

“[L]ibel is a tort with widespread implications for interests of individual free expression and dissemination of ideas, 

and involves balancing the plaintiff’s need for compensation against these competing interests.” Id. For that reason, 

New York courts look to a variety of factors in determining which state’s law should apply in a multistate defamation 

action. These factors include “the state of plaintiff's principal activity to which the alleged defamation relates,” “the 

state of the [author’s] domicile or incorporation,” “the state where defendant’s main publishing office is located,” and 

“the place of emanation.” Rudin v. Dow Jones & Co., 510 F. Supp. 210, 217 (S.D.N.Y. 1981).  

 

Often in defamation cases, “some other state has a more significant relationship to the issue or the parties.” Davis v. 

Costa-Gavras, 580 F. Supp. 1082, 1091 (S.D.N.Y. 1984); Grass v. News Grp. Publications, Inc., 570 F. Supp. 178, 

185 (S.D.N.Y. 1983). For example, in Costa-Gavras, this Court considered the location where the defendant did most 

of his research and writing, among other factors, in determining that New York law should apply, rather than the law 

of the District of Columbia, plaintiff’s domicile. Id. at 1091-92. The Court cautioned against “subjecting a libel 

defendant to liability under an unforeseen law [in the plaintiff’s state, which] can result in ruinous liability for which 

he is uninsured” and “casting him in liability under the law of a state with which he [has] in no way voluntarily 

associated himself.” Id. at 1093. See also Collins v. Flynn, 2008 WL 3851842, at *3 (W.D.N.Y. Apr. 15, 

2008) (applying Massachusetts law to New York plaintiff's defamation claim); Berwick v. New World Network Int’l, 

Ltd., 2007 WL 949767, at *7 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 28, 2007) (applying New York law to Pennsylvania plaintiff’s 

defamation claim); Jewell v. NYP Holdings, Inc., 23 F. Supp. 2d 348, 360 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (applying New York law 

to Georgia plaintiff’s defamation claim).  

 

Here, California has the most significant relationship to the case. First, Richard Pearson is a resident and citizen of 

California, and the contents of his research and analysis on Vuzix and IRTH were primarily compiled in California. 

Second, the Vuzix Report was first published on Moxreports.com – a website operated out of California and accessible 

nationwide. Third, the agent that Vuzix employs to implement the securities fraud at issue was California-based IRTH 

Communications. Fourth, the fraud was significantly staged out of California-based investor conferences such as LD 

Micro and Roth Capital. Therefore, California has the most significant relationship to this lawsuit, and its substantive 

law properly governs this case. 

 

Further, under the doctrine of dépeçage recognized by New York courts, at least one court has applied California’s 

anti-SLAPP immunities to protect California-based speakers even when they apply the substantive law of another 

state to the case as a whole. See Fieger v. Pitney Bowes Credit Corp., 251 F.3d 386, 397 n.1 (2d Cir. 2001) (applying 
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or obloquy, or which causes him to be shunned or avoided, or which has a tendency to injure him 

in his occupation.” Cal. Civ. Code § 45. Libel per se is defamation recognizable as such on its face 

“without the necessity of explanatory matter, such as an inducement, innuendo or other extrinsic 

fact” and does not require proof of special damages. Cal. Civ. Code § 45a. At its core, libel requires 

proof of falsity. An opinion based on a disclosed set of facts and statements that are substantially 

true are, therefore, not libelous. Franklin v. Dynamic Details, Inc., 116 Cal. App. 4th 375, 385, 10 

Cal. Rptr. 3d 429, 436 (2004); Maheu v. Hughes Tool Co., 569 F.2d 459, 466 (9th Cir. 1977). 

Because each of the statements alleged in the Amended Complaint is nonactionable opinion based 

on disclosed facts or is substantially true, Vuzix has not alleged facts sufficient to support a claim 

for defamation, and its Amended Complaint should be dismissed.11  

1. The Majority of Statements Identified in Vuzix’s Amended Complaint Are 

Protected Opinions, Which Are Not Actionable as a Matter of Law.  

a. Opinions Based on Disclosed Fact Are Not Actionable. 

An opinion is not actionable where the author discloses the facts on which the opinion is 

based. Franklin v. Dynamic Details, Inc., 116 Cal. App. 4th 375, 385, 10 Cal. Rptr. 3d 429, 436 

(2004). An example commonly referenced from the Restatement Second of Torts is the statement 

“I think [my neighbor] must be an alcoholic.” Restatement (Second) of Torts § 566 cmt. c, ill. 3 

(1977). Without more, the speaker might imply that this statement is based on undisclosed facts 

that would support this conclusion, and the statement could be actionable if proven false. Id. On 

                                                 
the doctrine of dépeçage); Diamond Ranch Acad., Inc. v. Filer, 117 F. Supp. 3d 1313, 1322 (D. Utah 2015) (applying 

California anti-SLAPP statute and Utah defamation law). 

 
11 Additionally, even if any of the statements at issue were false statements of fact, Vuzix has not pleaded actual malice 

with sufficient particularity. See Resolute Forest Prod., Inc. v. Greenpeace Int’l, 302 F. Supp. 3d 1005, 1018 (N.D. 

Cal. 2017) (dismissing defamation claim where complaint merely recited the elements of the cause of action without 

asserting facts to support allegation that defendant knew the statement was false rather than merely making a mistake);  

Biro v. Conde Nast, 807 F.3d 541, 546 (2d Cir. 2015) (dismissing case where actual malice was not “plausibly 

alleged”). 
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the other hand, the same statement is not actionable if the speaker discloses the facts on which the 

opinion is based, such as: “[My neighbor] moved in six months ago. He works downtown, and I 

have seen him during that time only twice, in his backyard around 5:30 seated in a deck chair with 

a portable radio listening to a news broadcast, and with a drink in his hand. I think he must be an 

alcoholic.” Id. ill. 4. Knowing the facts on which the opinion is based, the listener can form her 

own conclusion as to whether the neighbor is an alcoholic, and the statement is not actionable.  

Whether a statement is nonactionable opinion is a question of law for the court to decide. 

Franklin v. Dynamic Details, Inc., 116 Cal. App. 4th 375, 385, 10 Cal. Rptr. 3d 429, 436 (2004); 

ComputerXpress, Inc. v. Jackson, 93 Cal. App. 4th 993, 1011, 113 Cal. Rptr. 2d 625, 641 (2001). 

California courts consider the “totality of the circumstances” to determine whether a statement is 

a nonactionable opinion, looking to the context in which the statement was made. Franklin v. 

Dynamic Details, Inc., 116 Cal. App. 4th 375, 385, 10 Cal. Rptr. 3d 429, 436 (2004). In Franklin, 

the court found that statements claiming a company stole copyrighted material and plagiarized 

data were nonactionable opinion. Id. at 388. The court held that because the author linked to the 

company’s websites to support his conclusion, combined with the fact the author was offering his 

interpretation of copyright law, the statements were nonactionable opinion. Id. at 387-88. Because 

the speaker was not an attorney, the “average reader . . . would not have assumed the statements 

. . . had the weight of a legal opinion.” Id. at 389. Even statements alleging criminal activity are 

not actionable if the facts supporting the speaker’s conclusion are disclosed. Id. at 388.  

While California law applies to this action, a number of New York cases are also directly 

instructive on this issue, routinely finding that short sellers’ reports exposing fraud or financial 

distress in the companies they short sell are protected expressions of opinion. In one such case, 

Nanoviricides, Inc. v. Seeking Alpha, Inc., 43 Media L. Rep. 1082, 2014 WL 2930753 (N.Y. Sup. 
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Ct. June 26, 2014), the plaintiff sued a short seller for a report published on Seeking Alpha. The 

author disclosed at the start of his report: “I am short [Plaintiff’s stock]. I wrote this article myself, 

and it expresses my own opinions.” Id. at *1. The report went on to accuse the company’s managers 

of “abusing shareholders and looting the company” and to allege “egregious shareholder 

violations.” Id. In support of these statements, the author recited facts from, and linked to, public 

filings and publicly available material. Id. at *5. Considering the facts and links in the report and 

the context surrounding the online posting, including the disclaimer, the court found that the 

statements were nonactionable opinion based on disclosed facts. Id. at *5-6. See also Deer 

Consumer Products, v. Little Group, No. 650823/2011, 2012 WL 5983641 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Nov. 

29, 2012) (holding that statements alleging plaintiff “concocted a fraudulent land purchase to 

misappropriate at least $12 million of company funds” were protected opinion, because each 

allegation was supported by facts from public filings and private sources, “disclosed and provided 

in the document itself”); Silvercorp Metals Inc. v. Anthion Mgmt. LLC, 2012 WL 3569952, 2012 

N.Y. Slip Op. 51569(U) (N.Y. Sup. Aug. 16, 2012), 2012 WL 3569952 (holding that short sellers’ 

allegations that a company falsely represented its financial condition “were derived from data 

accessible by the provided hyperlink, giving readers the opportunity to review the underlying facts 

and form their own conclusions”); MiMedx Grp., Inc. v. Sparrow Fund Mgmt. LP, No. 

17CV07568PGGKHP, 2018 WL 847014, at *7 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 12, 2018), report and 

recommendation adopted, No. 17 CIV. 7568 (PGG), 2018 WL 4735717 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 29, 2018) 

(holding that a short seller’s statements to an investor about potential criminal liability of a 

company were “opinions and predictions” – not statements of fact).  

Just like the statements in these cases, each of Richard Pearson’s statements is 

nonactionable opinion based on disclosed facts. Looking at the complete Vuzix Report, the average 
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reader would understand that Richard Pearson’s conclusions regarding fraud at Vuzix were his 

own informed opinions, based on extensive research cited throughout his report. See Franklin, 116 

Cal. App. 4th 375, 10 Cal. Rptr. 3d 429 (2004). Readers had ample information to draw their own 

conclusions, and, in fact, they were explicitly advised to do so on the first page of the report. See 

Vuzix Report at 1 (noting in bold, red letters, “This report is the opinion of the author. . . . Do your 

own research, form your own opinions.”). He further warned that he is not an investment advisor, 

and that the report “is not a recommendation for anyone anywhere to do anything at any time.” Id. 

Richard Pearson also disclosed his investment position, specifically that he was short Vuzix. From 

the beginning, Richard made clear he was expressing an opinion and that the readers should draw 

their own conclusions. Richard continued to alert readers throughout the report that he was 

expressing an opinion by using language such as “in my view,” “seems,” “appeared to be,” and 

“look like.” See Vuzix Report at 3, 11, 13, 17, 25; cf. Nanoviricides, 2014 WL 2930753, at *5 

(noting the article in question “contains the phrases ‘we believe,’ ‘it seems to us’ or the relevant 

equivalent” in determining that statements in a Seeking Alpha blog were nonactionable opinion). 

b. Statements Identified in Vuzix’s Amended Complaint Are Opinions 

Based on Disclosed Facts. 

As set forth in detail below, Richard Pearson disclosed the facts supporting each of these 

opinions in his report—and Vuzix does not challenge any of those facts.  

Vuzix Is a Stock Promotion That Shows Blatant Signs of Fraud 

This statement is Richard Pearson’s overarching conclusion that Vuzix shows signs of 

securities fraud, and it is supported by the entirety of the Vuzix Report.  

Richard’s conclusion that Vuzix shows signs of securities fraud is based on the six signs 

of securities fraud that had been explicitly identified and warned about by the SEC in a bulletin 

published to warn investors about “Fraudulent Stock Promotions.” Vuzix Report at 4. Richard’s 
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conclusion is supported by more than 20 pages of detailed examples showing how Vuzix and its 

promotional activities display not just “any” of these six signs but rather ALL of the six “signs of 

microcap stock fraud.”12  

For example, Sign 1 is that “the SEC suspended public trading of the security or other 

securities promoted by the same promoter.” Vuzix Report at 4. Richard identified a number of 

securities promoted by IRTH that have been suspended or delisted, or become the subject of SEC 

enforcement actions. The Vuzix Report also includes screenshots of an article by Mark Gomes 

touting Vuzix just one month before the SEC instituted cease-and-desist proceedings against him.13 

The report also contained screenshot of Gomes’ Seeking Alpha page, where he had promoted other 

stocks that were later delisted. Id. at 14. Richard Pearson noted in the Vuzix Report that prior to 

working for Vuzix, Vuzix’s Director of Investor Relations Matt Margolis previously worked for 

Gomes, as well as for stock promoter Harris Shapiro, whose promoted stocks were also later 

delisted or investigated for fraud. Prior to working directly for Vuzix, Margolis had heavily 

promoted shares of Vuzix online and had also promoted numerous other stocks that were later 

halted or delisted. Id. at 13-16. Vuzix cannot dispute these facts upon which this opinion is based.  

Signs 2, 3, and 5 involve an “increase in stock price or trading volume linked to 

promotional activity,” “press releases or promotional activity announcing events that ultimately 

do not happen,” and a company issuing “a lot of shares without a corresponding increase in the 

company’s assets.” Id. at 4. The Vuzix Report contains pages of evidence showing that Vuzix used 

                                                 
12 Statements alleging criminal or unlawful behavior are treated the same as any other opinion – if the author discloses 

the facts supporting the author’s opinion that a law has been violated, the statement is protected. See Franklin v. 

Dynamic Details, Inc., 116 Cal. App. 4th 375, 385, 10 Cal. Rptr. 3d 429, 436 (2004) (finding statements alleging a 

company stole copyrighted material and plagiarized were nonactionable opinion); Nicosia v. De Rooy, 72 F. Supp. 2d 

1093 (N.D. Cal. 1999) (finding online statements accusing a man of murder, embezzlement, and fraud were 

nonactionable opinion).  
13 Additionally, all reporting by Richard Pearson that fairly and accurately reflects the contents of any legislative, 

judicial, or other proceeding is absolutely privileged under California’s fair report privilege. Cal. Civ. Code § 47; 

McClatchy Newspapers, Inc. v. Superior Court, 189 Cal. App. 3d 961, 968, 234 Cal. Rptr. 702 (Ct. App. 1987).  
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closed-door media events to generate visual content and news commentary around its products, 

and then promoted that generated media coverage on its social media sites so as to boost its share 

price. The Vuzix Report includes screenshots of IRTH’s own PowerPoint case study of the 

“Strategic Media Wins” the IRTH had secured for Vuzix in which IRTH states that “IRTH fully 

utilizes the media to generate positive influence in the stock market” Id. at 5, 8. It then shows 

where Vuzix issued $30 million of new shares just after this “positive influence” caused the share 

price to reach new all-time highs. Id. at 6. 

Richard also included a case study comparing the promotion of Vuzix to the promotion of 

Unilife Corp., whose CEO had been charged with fraud and whose stock had been delisted 

following Richard’s past reports warning about the promotion behind that stock. Id. at 24. Richard 

includes five examples showing that prior to the delisting and fraud charges, Unilife was “just like 

Vuzix” in several key areas, including sensational technology claims, negative gross margins, and 

using undisclosed promotions to conduct repeated equity offerings. Id. at 24; see also id. at 26 

(comparing Vuzix’s behavior to other past companies facing federal fraud charges). 

Again, Vuzix does not and cannot dispute these underlying facts. As these examples 

demonstrate, Richard Pearson fully disclosed the facts supporting his opinion that Vuzix “shows 

blatant signs of fraud,” and readers had ample evidence to draw their own conclusions. Therefore, 

this statement is protected opinion.  

The Blade Appears to Be a Sham 

Vuzix additionally complains of two statements Pearson made regarding the 

dysfunctionality of Vuzix’s “Blade” product. See Am. Compl. ¶¶ 45, 47. These statements are not 

actionable.  
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Richard Pearson’s opinion here was not that the Blade had no functionality: It was that the 

Blade was not the advanced device Vuzix claimed it was. This opinion is based on the disclosed 

facts that its features are very clearly low tech and could never command the $1,000 price tag that 

Vuzix was contending. See Vuzix Report summary (attached as Exhibit D to Richard Pearson 

Decl.) at 4 (clearly stating: “Very important: The Blade is definitely NOT an utterly functionless 

brick. The device can be seen to sport several very low-tech demo functions which were widely 

photographed by the journalists. But there is quite visibly nothing even remotely ‘high tech’ about 

any of these features.”) (emphasis in original).  

The Vuzix Report and its summary also included examples of similar products available 

online selling for around $60, not the $1,000 Vuzix claimed it would command, as well as 

instructional videos from Amazon and YouTube showing that adding “Alexa” functionality costs 

nothing and can be done in just one hour by downloading a simple developer kit. See Vuzix Report, 

at 20; Summary, at 4. Yet, the “Amazon Alexa” functionality was being unjustifiably hyped by 

Vuzix and IRTH as part of a consistent “narrative” in the promotion to boost Vuzix’s share price.14 

Additionally, the Vuzix Report was critical of reviews of the Blade because those reviews 

were not consistent with what is expected from professional technology journalists. Vuzix Report 

at 9.15 Richard embedded three videos of journalists from media outlets that IRTH had specifically 

touted as successful media placements. Id. at 5, 9. Each of the journalists gave the Blade rave 

reviews based on its Alexa feature, even though none of them could actually get that feature to 

work at that time. Id. at 9 (quoting one reviewer as stating “the [wifi] connection isn’t working so 

                                                 
14 See also SEC Warning Sign 2: Increase in stock price or trading volume linked to promotional activity. 
15 This became more concerning in light of the presentation from IRTH (again embedded in the Vuzix Report), 

which bragged that IRTH had “sourced” articles about Vuzix in these same media outlets, calling the articles “native 

advertising.” See id. at 8. Specifically, Richard criticized reviews from journalists who had given effusive praise to 

the Blade’s Amazon Alexa functionality, which was not even functioning during the time the journalists reviewed 

that device at the CES conference. Id. at 9. 
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we can’t even test [Alexa] . . . but it’s supposed to work.”). Again, Richard Pearson strongly 

encouraged readers to watch the source videos, rather than accepting his conclusion, stating at the 

top of the page: “IMPORTANT: take a minute to actually watch these [videos] . . . ” Each of these 

disclosed facts and videos support the opinion that “Vuzix’s ‘Blade’ is a little more than a low tech 

mock-up which serves as a prop for journalists to conduct sham reviews.”16 

Showstoppers.com Creates Closed-Door Events That Look Like Press Conferences 

Vuzix also claims this statement is defamatory: 

 “Showstoppers.com creates a private closed door events which look (in the 

photos) like real public conferences. Showstoppers then hand selects all the 

journalists and submits to Vuzix weeks before any event. There is zero 

possibility of anyone saying anything negative or questioning the obvious 

problems.”  

 

Am. Compl. ¶ 53.  

This statement is not defamatory. Instead, it is a combination of truthful facts (which are 

not disputed) and non-actionable opinions based on those facts. The Vuzix Report contains links 

to promotional materials from Showstoppers and Pepcom that explain the very similar exclusive 

media events, which both of these firms host to connect their client companies with invited 

journalists. Vuzix Report at 10-12. 

As shown in the Vuzix Report, Showstoppers’ marketing material emphasizes that 

Showstoppers is “a private event” and that a “tradeshow press badge is NOT an invitation.” See 

id. at 11. The material further states that Showstoppers provides a press list to exhibitors in the 

weeks leading up to the event. Id. Pepcom’s marketing material, also included in the Vuzix Report, 

                                                 
16 Although not necessary for the Court to determine that this statement was a non-actionable opinion, in 2019, these 

outlets published cautious or negative reviews of The Blade, consistent with Richard Pearson’s criticism. See Richard 

Pearson Decl., Ex. E (identifying The Blade on display at the 2018 CES as “a preproduction version,” a “clearly first-

generation version,” and as a cell phone “accessory”); Ex. F (referring to The Blade as a first-generation product 

whose camera is not as good as a smartphone that is a “few generations old”). 
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boasts that Pepcom is “strict” in choosing which journalists attend its event, stating, “[w]e 

personally contact and screen every journalist and analyst we invite.” Id. at 10. 

Vuzix states that it did not attend the Showstoppers event at CES 2018 but admits it 

attended the nearly identical Pepcom event at CES 2018 and that it attended the Showstoppers 

event in Barcelona. Am. Compl. ¶ 54-55. The Vuzix Report does not specify the date or the city 

in which Vuzix attended the Showstoppers event, and the distinction is of no moment for purposes 

of this litigation.  

Vuzix further contends that Richard’s statement implies Vuzix pays journalists for reviews, 

but in fact it does no such thing. See Am. Compl. ¶ 58. Instead, Richard states that Showstoppers 

prescreens journalists and submits a list of attending journalists to exhibitors weeks in advance. 

These facts are undisputed. Richard’s conclusion that “[t]here is zero possibility of anyone saying 

anything negative or questioning the obvious problems” is his opinion, and readers are free to draw 

their own conclusions based on the event planners’ own promotional materials disclosed in 

Richard’s report.17 

IRTH Communications Was Responsible for Articles Praising Vuzix 

Vuzix likewise has no basis for claiming the following statement is defamatory:  

Photos of leaked documents from IRTH Communications show IRTH bragging to 

potential clients that it was responsible for more than 30 articles from mainstream 

media outlets which all simultaneously erupted in connection with Margolis’ 

‘Alexa ruse’. These specific IRTH sponsored articles were conspicuous in that they 

offered effusive praise for Vuzix but appeared as standard news on dozens of 

mainstream sites. 

 

                                                 
17 Furthermore, statements such as these may be considered “rhetorical hyperbole” and are not actionable as a provably 

false statement of fact. See Rosenaur v. Scherer, 88 Cal. App. 4th 260, 280, 105 Cal. Rptr. 2d 674 (2001), as modified 

(Apr. 5, 2001) (“[U]se of the words ‘thief’ and ‘liar’ in the course of a chance confrontation with a political foe at a 

shopping center was the type of loose, figurative, or hyperbolic language that is constitutionally protected.”). 
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Vuzix claims in its Amended Complaint that this statement is defamatory because it “has 

never paid anyone to give its products a positive review.” Am. Compl. ¶ 52. As set forth in the 

Vuzix Report, Vuzix retains Santa Monica-based IRTH Communications, which describes itself as 

an “investor relations” firm; Vuzix pays IRTH to convince investors to buy shares of Vuzix. See 

Vuzix Report at 5 (IRTH PowerPoint describing “strategic media wins” it has secured for Vuxiz).  

Richard’s statement that IRTH bragged about being responsible for mainstream media 

articles is based on IRTH’s own PowerPoint presentation about its work for Vuzix: Images of these 

IRTH slides were embedded in the Vuzix Report and clearly support the report’s conclusion 

regarding IRTH bragging about its “native advertising” and “media wins.” These facts, fully set 

forth in the Vuzix Report, support Richard Pearson’s conclusion that Vuzix’s received sponsored 

media coverage. These statement are, therefore, non-actionable opinions based on disclosed facts.  

2. The Statements of Fact Identified in the Amended Complaint Are True, 

Supported By Public Filings, and/or Not Actionable.  

It is axiomatic that a statement “is not defamatory if it is true.” Francis v. Dun & Bradstreet, 

Inc., 3 Cal. App. 4th 535, 540, 4 Cal. Rptr. 2d 361 (1992). The “literal truth” of every word need 

not proven, “so long as the imputation is substantially true so as to justify the ‘gist’ or ‘sting’ of 

the remark.” Maheu v. Hughes Tool Co., 569 F.2d 459, 466 (9th Cir. 1977); Gilbert v. Sykes, 147 

Cal. App. 4th 13, 28, 53 Cal. Rptr. 3d 752, 764 (2007) (finding nonactionable a statement alleging 

a photo was taken five-and-a-half months after plastic surgery, when in fact it was taken four-and-

a-half months after the surgery). Vuzix bears the burden of proving Richard Pearson’s statements 

are false. Nizam-Aldine v. City of Oakland, 47 Cal. App. 4th 364, 375, 54 Cal. Rptr. 2d 781 (1996). 

Vuzix has not alleged facts sufficient to state a claim that any of the factual statements at issue in 

its Amended Complaint are false. Additionally, even if they were false, these statements are not 

actionable. See Michtavi v. N.Y. Daily News, 587 F.3d 551, 552 (2d Cir. 2009) (A statement is 
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defamatory only if it would expose an individual to shame “in the minds of right-thinking 

persons.”). 

Vuzix Is a Reverse Merger 

Vuzix complains that the following statement is defamatory: “Vuzix Corp. is a reverse 

merger stock promotion which shows blatant signs of fraud.” Am. Compl. ¶ 34. Specifically, Vuzix 

claims that Richard Pearson’s statement is false because “Vuzix became a public entity by its 

initial public offering - and not a reverse merger - on December 24, 2009 . . . .” Am. Compl. ¶ 35. 

How Vuzix became a public company is irrelevant to Richard Pearson’s claims. Richard’s claims 

concerned Vuzix’s original formation in 1997. The Vuzix Report shows a screenshot from Vuzix’s 

SEC filings, which showed that the company was originally formed as an acquisition corporation 

in 1997 to acquire the assets of Forte Technologies and then in the same year became an operating 

company with the new name of Kaotech. Vuzix Report at 23. All of this is consistent with Vuzix 

being formed via a reverse merger. This reverse merger activity happened 12 years prior to Vuzix’s 

eventual IPO, and the two transactions had nothing to do with one another.18 

Further, this corporate structuring is not itself unlawful, such that there is nothing 

defamatory about the term “reverse merger.” Therefore, even if it were false, it would not be 

actionable.  

Vuzix Has Negative Gross Margins 

Vuzix also alleges the following statement is defamatory: Vuzix has “Revenues: $0.5 

million per quarter (negative gross margins).” Am. Compl. ¶ 38. Again, its allegations fail to 

plausibly allege falsity. Richard Pearson embedded in the Vuzix Report a detailed financial table 

from Bloomberg that showed revenues and gross margin for each year from 2013 to 2017, showing 

                                                 
18 See also Vuzix 10K (annual report) for 

FY2017.https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1463972/000114420418015310/tv488149_10k.htm. 
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Vuzix’s typical recurring revenues over varying periods of time. Vuzix Report, at 23. This table 

shows plainly that, in each of the four previous years, Vuzix generated revenues of $2.4 million, 

$3.0 million, $2.7 million, and $2.1 million, which averages $0.6 million per quarter during that 

period. See id. at 23. 

On page 4 of the Vuzix Report, Richard addressed the most recent year only, stating that 

“Vuzix generates a mere $1.3 million per quarter in revenues.” This statement shows that even this 

larger number of $1.3 million in revenue is still an example of the SEC’s fraud warning regarding 

“minimal revenues.” See Vuzix Report at 4 (citing SEC Warning Sign 4). Vuzix admits that its 

2017 quarterly revenues were $1.3 million. Am. Compl. ¶ 39. 

The Bloomberg table on page 23 of the Vuzix Report shows plainly that in both 2017 and 

2016, Vuzix reported negative gross margins. The Amended Complaint does not specifically deny 

that Vuzix has negative gross margins. Vuzix has not and cannot allege facts to prove this 

statement is false. See Maheu, 569 F.2d at 466. 

The Toshiba Contract 

Vuzix complains the Richard Pearson’s statement regarding one of its contracts with Toshiba is 

defamatory because it implies that Vuzix does not have “any legitimate agreement with Toshiba.” 

See Am. Compl. ¶ 44. This is incorrect. The statement identified says that substance of the overall 

arrangement with Toshiba was such that economic value was flowing out of Vuzix and into 

Toshiba as opposed to the other way around. There is nothing defamatory about this statement and 

it is not actionable as a matter of law.19  

For all of these reasons, Vuzix has not alleged facts sufficient to support a plausible claim 

for defamation. 

                                                 
19 This statement is also fully supported by Vuzix’s SEC filings, which show that Vuzix had deeply subsidized the 

overall relationship with Toshiba by absorbing R&D and engineering costs, which were in excess of $13 million 
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III. VUZIX’S AMENDED COMPLAINT SHOULD ALSO BE DISMISSED UNDER 

CALIFORNIA’S ANTI-SLAPP STATUTE.  

 

Additionally, the California anti-SLAPP statute provides a substantive immunity from 

defamation lawsuits, arising out of acts in furtherance of one’s right of petition or free speech in 

connection with a public issue. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code § 425.16(b).20 To invoke the immunity 

afforded by the Act, a defendant needs only make a threshold showing that the claim at issue arises 

from a “written or oral statement or writing made in a place open to the public or a public forum 

in connection with an issue of public interest.” Id. § 425.16(e)(3). Once a defendant makes a prima 

facie showing that the anti-SLAPP statute applies, the burden shifts to plaintiff to establish a 

probability of success on the merits. Id. § 425.16(b)(1); Wilcox v. Superior Court, 27 Cal. App. 

4th 809, 824 (1994). “In opposing the Anti–SLAPP motion, Plaintiff ‘cannot simply rely on [his] 

pleadings, even if verified, but must adduce competent, admissible evidence’ to establish a 

probability of prevailing on the merits.” Fabbrini v. City of Dunsmuir, 544 F. Supp. 2d 1044, 1051 

(E.D. Cal. 2008). 

Websites that are accessible to the public—like MoxReports.com—are public forums for 

purposes of California’s anti-SLAPP statute. Maloney v. T3Media, Inc., 94 F. Supp. 3d 1128, 1134 

(C.D. Cal. 2015), aff’d, 853 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2017) (noting that websites are public forums even 

where “Defendant controls the content . . . with no ability for members of the public to express 

                                                 
during the development period of this product in 2016 and 2017. See Vuzix 10K (annual report) for FY2017: 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1463972/000114420418015310/tv488149_10k.htm. And, Vuzix’s own 

annual report for 2018 showed that Vuzix never ended up receiving the $5 million it claimed the contract was worth, 

and instead only received $1.3 million for the full year 2018. Compare Vuzix Annual Report FY2018 (filed with 

SEC on March 15, 2019), available at  

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1463972/000114420419014093/tv514947_10k.htm, with Vuzix’s 8K 

(filed with the SEC on December 7, 2017) (stating that “Pursuant to the supply agreement, the Company agreed to 

sell such product exclusively to Toshiba for a period of up to 12 months, subject to Toshiba’s submitting a minimum 

of $5,000,000 of purchase orders.”).    
20 The Ninth and Second Circuits have unequivocally held that protections provided under state anti-SLAPP statutes, 

including California’s anti-SLAPP statute, are available to litigants in federal court in diversity actions. Thomas v. 

Fry’s Elecs., Inc., 400 F.3d 1206, 1207 (9th Cir. 2005); Adelson v. Harris, 774 F.3d 803, 809 (2d Cir. 2014). 
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their viewpoint”); Barrett v. Rosenthal, 40 Cal. 4th 33, 41 n.4 (2006). Likewise, serious allegations 

of securities fraud—like those contained in the Vuzix Report—are unquestionably matters of 

public interest. See Troy Grp., Inc. v. Tilson, 364 F. Supp. 2d 1149, 1154 (C.D. Cal. 2005) (finding 

email describing owners of a publicly traded company as the “biggest crooks on the planet” to be 

in the public interest because the company repeatedly used press releases to promote itself and its 

stock); ComputerXpress, Inc. v. Jackson, 93 Cal. App. 4th 993, 1005, 1007-08, 113 Cal. Rptr. 2d 

625, 637, 639 (2001) (statements made online by investors claiming a company’s products were 

inferior and that the company was running a stock scam were made in a public forum on a matter 

of public interest); GetFugu, Inc. v. Patton Boggs LLP, 220 Cal. App. 4th 141, 151, 162 Cal. Rptr. 

3d 831, 838 (2013) (“[I]nvestment scams are a matter of public interest. Investors turn to the 

markets to help secure their futures, pay for homes, and send children to college, making investor 

protection more compelling than ever.”). Therefore, the statements at issue fall squarely within the 

protections of California’s anti-SLAPP statute.  

Because Richard Pearson has clearly met his burden under the anti-SLAPP statute, Vuzix 

has the burden to demonstrate it is likely to prevail in this lawsuit. Id. § 425.16(b)(1); Mindys 

Cosmetics, Inc. v. Dakar, 611 F.3d 590, 595 (9th Cir. 2010). To meet this burden, a Plaintiff must 

“state and substantiate a legally sufficient claim.” Wilson v. Parker, Covert & Chidester, 28 Cal. 

4th 811, 821 (2002).21 Because California’s anti-SLAPP statute requires that Plaintiff satisfy a 

higher burden than is required for a 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, “[i]f Plaintiffs cannot plead a 

plausible cause of action under the [Fed. R. Civ. P.] 12(b)(6) standard, then Plaintiffs as a matter 

of law cannot meet the probability of success on the merits standard [under California’s anti-

                                                 
21 In assessing the probability of prevailing, a court looks to the evidence that would be presented at trial, similar to 

reviewing a motion for summary judgment; a plaintiff cannot simply rely on the pleadings, but must adduce competent, 

admissible evidence. Gilbert v. Sykes, 147 Cal. App. 4th 13, 26 (2007). 
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SLAPP statute].” Choose Energy, Inc. v. Am. Petroleum Inst., 87 F. Supp. 3d 1218, 1225 (N.D. 

Cal. 2015). Richard Pearson has established that Vuzix has failed to state a claim for libel or libel 

per se, therefore, Vuzix cannot satisfy the heightened burden of anti-SLAPP motion requiring 

likelihood of success on the merits.22 Thus, for all of the foregoing reasons, the Amended 

Complaint should be dismissed pursuant to California’s anti-SLAPP statute and Richard Pearson 

is entitled to his attorneys’ fees. See Cal. Civ. Proc. Code § 425.16; Pfeiffer Venice Properties v. 

Bernard, 101 Cal. App. 4th 211, 215, 123 Cal. Rptr. 2d 647, 650 (2002); Barry v. State Bar of 

California, 2 Cal. 5th 318, 326, 386 P.3d 788, 793 (2017). 

CONCLUSION 

For all of the reasons set forth above, Richard Pearson respectfully requests that the Court 

grant his motion to dismiss and special motion to strike and award him his attorneys’ fees and 

costs incurred in defending this action since the filing of this lawsuit.  

Dated: March 27, 2019    Respectfully submitted,  

 

s/ Christine N. Walz   

Christine N. Walz  

HOLLAND & KNIGHT, LLP 

31 West 52nd Street 

New York, NY 10019 

Phone: (212) 513-3368 

Fax: (212) 385-9010  

Christine.walz@hklaw.com 

 

Cynthia A. Gierhart 

HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP 

800 17th Street NW, Suite 1100 

Washington, DC 20006 

cindy.gierhart@hklaw.com  

SDNY admission application pending 

 

Attorneys for Richard J. Pearson 

                                                 
22 For purposes of the anti-SLAPP motion to strike, the Court may consider the full Richard Pearson Declaration and 

exhibits. 
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DECLARATION OF RICHARD J. PEARSON IN  

SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
 

RICHARD J. PEARSON, declares pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 and under penalty of 

perjury as follows: 

1. My name is Richard J. Pearson. I am over the age of 18, and I have personal 

knowledge of the facts stated in this declaration. If called to testify, I would testify competently 

about the facts set forth herein.  

Domicile in California 

2. I am a private investor based in Los Angeles, California. I graduated from the 

University of Southern California in Los Angeles in 1997, with a degree in finance. Between 1997 

and 2005, I was an investment banker for Deutsche Bank, stationed at various times in Hong Kong, 

London, and New York. I moved back to Los Angeles in 2005. Since 2005, I have spent the 

majority of my time between Los Angeles and China. I have not lived in New York since 2005.  

3. I currently live in Los Angeles, California. I have continuously maintained the same 

mailing address in the Marina del Rey area of Los Angeles since 2008.  

4. I am self-employed, and my investing activities are based out of California and use 

my California mailing address.  
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5. I frequently travel internationally, but I am a tax resident of California and have 

continuously maintained a mailing address in Los Angeles. I treat California as my home, and 

when I travel, I intend to return to California. I currently have no intention of living in any U.S. 

state other than California. 

6. I do not own real property in any U.S. state, but I rent property in California, 

including residential space, office space, and storage space. I do not rent property in any state other 

than California.  

7. All of my U.S. personal property is located in California (aside, of course, from any 

personal property I take with me when I travel).  

8. I maintain a California driver’s license, and I do not have a driver’s license in any 

other state. I last renewed my California driver’s license in 2016, replacing an earlier driver’s 

license, which was also a California driver’s license. During this time, I have not had a driver’s 

license from any state other than California.  

9. My only automobile is registered in California, and has been registered in 

California since I purchased it in 2015. My current vehicle replaced an earlier vehicle, which had 

also been purchased in and registered in California. I renewed my California vehicle registration 

in 2018, and it is currently valid. I do not own any vehicles located in or registered in any other 

state.  

10. Except when I travel, I conduct my in-person banking business in the Los Angeles 

branches of my banks. I frequently visit these branches in person and the bankers and tellers 

recognize me by face and by name.  

11. For at least the past five years, I have filed tax returns to the State of California and 

to no other state. I have already filed my 2018 income taxes with the State of California and the 
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IRS. On my California tax returns, I list my California mailing address, and any tax-related 

correspondence from California comes to that address. 

12. On my federal income tax returns to the IRS, I list my California mailing address. 

Any tax-related correspondence or refunds from the IRS comes to that California address. 

13. When I submit whistleblower reports to federal law enforcement and regulatory 

agencies, I list my California mailing address and my California phone number. When federal law 

enforcement reaches out to me to discuss my whistleblower reports, they contact me using these 

same California contact details.  

14. I conduct business and financial transactions within and based out of California. I 

am frequently contacted by investors who read my reports online, and I regularly meet with them 

in person in Los Angeles. When I conduct business in person, I present business cards, which show 

the name of my California-based website along with my California phone number.  

15. My primary care and any regularly seen specialist physicians, such as optometrist, 

chiropractor, and acupuncturist, are located in California.  

16. For at least five years, I have maintained my paid memberships at the same 

recreational clubs, including my health club and my sailing club, which are based in Los Angeles.  

17. My current cell phone has a California area code, replacing an earlier cell phone 

number from 2017, which also had a California area code.  

18. The only utility bills I pay are in California. I have not paid utility bills in any other 

state in at least five years.  

19. At all relevant times, my website included a biography that included an email 

address on which I can be reached. My Seeking Alpha contributor profile states that I “spend[] 

[my] time living between Los Angeles and Beijing, China.”  
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Lack of Contact with New York 

20. I do not currently reside in New York and have not resided in New York since 2005.  

21. I do not live at 191 Broadway, Dobbs Ferry, New York. I have never lived at this 

address, and I do not know anyone who lives at this address. I also do not and have not lived at the 

following addresses: 3024 Kingsbridge Avenue, Bronx, NY; 14 Wainwright Avenue, Yonkers, 

NY; or 28 Whitman Street, Hastings on the Hudson, NY. I do not know anyone who lives at these 

addresses.  

22. I do not do or solicit business in New York. Therefore, I do not derive revenue from 

services rendered in New York.  

23. I do not engage in any persistent course of business or personal conduct in New 

York.  

My Experience and Public Recognition within the Media as a Financial Analyst  

24. I publish investment analyses about publicly traded companies that are based in the 

United States and China. Since 2012, I have been publishing these analyses on my website, 

Moxreports.com. In the past, my content has also been re-published—including the content at issue 

in this litigation—on the financial website Seeking Alpha. I have published hundreds of articles 

during this time, and I have thousands of regular followers on my website and my Twitter account, 

which links to my website.  

24. My handle on Twitter is @Moxreports. I am frequently contacted by investors and 

journalists who use Twitter’s direct message feature or the contact form on my website 

Moxreports.com.  

25. My reports contain my professional investment opinions about publicly traded 

companies, typically where I have invested my own money. My reports include very detailed 
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analysis and explanation for my investment views or decisions. My investment positions may be 

either long or short positions, depending on the conclusions I had reached from my analysis. I 

disclose my investment position at the time I publish my reports, and the views expressed in my 

reports are consistent with my investment positions.  

26. Major financial publications including Barron’s, Reuters, and Bloomberg, among 

others, have recognized me by name (“Richard Pearson” and “Rick Pearson”) for my published 

financial analyses, including significant recognition for the work I have done to expose fraudulent 

stock promotions. Mainstream media have mentioned my name in specific connection to my 

reports about Sichenzia clients and have frequently referred to my biographical details, including 

my career history and my location in Los Angeles.  

27. When I publish or Tweet online, my reports and opinions are frequently picked up 

within minutes by mainstream financial news outlets including Bloomberg and CNBC. These 

financial news services refer to me by name and frequently mention my location in Los Angeles. 

I am regularly contacted by journalists from financial media who quote me on my opinions and 

analysis.  

28. When I attended the 2019 Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, I was given 

verified media credentials based on the analysis I have published on my website. The credentials 

given to me by CES identify me as Richard Pearson, Industry Analyst for Moxreports in Marina 

del Rey, California. CES’s registration procedures require that these credentials be verified in 

person, including showing my driver’s license. Copies of my credentials are attached as Exhibit A  

My Financial Analysis, Including Past Analysis of Past Clients of Sichenzia and IRTH 

29. During 2016 and 2017 the SEC announced the filing of federal fraud charges 

against more than 40 firms and individuals in connection with fraudulent stock promotions that 
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had earlier been publicly warned about by me in my reports. A number of these also involved 

criminal cases announced by the Department of Justice published on Moxreports. In addition, there 

have been many more instances of delistings, accounting restatements, and fraud investigations 

that came about after concerns I had publicly expressed in my reports. The share prices of many 

of these companies eventually fell by 80-100%, which is consistent with the views I had expressed 

in my original reports.  

30. Many of these companies I have written about have been clients of the same small 

group of law firms, “investor relations” firms, and investment banks that Vuzix uses, including 

Sichenzia, IRTH Communications, and/or Chardan Capital.  

31. Each of Sichenzia, IRTH, and Chardan had represented Vuzix during the time of 

the activities that I had warned about in my Vuzix Report.  

32. In my Vuzix Report, I included two very detailed full-page exhibits explaining that 

my fraud concerns with Vuzix were significantly based on the fact that Vuzix was displaying 

identical promotional tactics as I had observed in those past reports regarding clients of Sichenzia, 

IRTH, and/or Chardan Capital. I included the titles for my past reports as well as references to 

independent media articles that confirmed the law enforcement actions against these companies 

that had unfolded subsequent to my warnings. I also included data to show that the share prices of 

these companies often fell by 80-100% when the stock promotions ultimately unraveled.  

33. These full-page exhibits on pages 26-27 of the Vuzix Report included Forcefield 

Energy, Northwest Biotherapeutics, and Unilife, among others. Each of these companies were 

clients of or had a close relationship with Vuzix’s legal counsel Sichenzia Ross Ference LLP, 

which is representing Vuzix in this matter.  

34. For Forcefield energy, Sichenzia partners Greg Sichenzia and Jay Yamomoto had 
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a close enough relationship with the Chairman that they rang the NASDAQ closing bell with him. 

35. Several days after I published my report warning about Forcefield Energy, the 

Chairman was arrested by the FBI, and the stock was delisted. Ten people were later indicted on 

federal fraud charges. Press releases from the DOJ later revealed that Forcefield Energy had 

already been under investigation months or years prior to my report.  

36. Prior to my reports warning about potential fraud at Northwest Biotherapeutics and 

Unilife, Sichenzia had served as law firm for these companies around their equity offerings 

allowing them to sell shares during the promotions that I later warned about. Following my 

warnings about these companies, shares of both companies were later delisted from the NASDAQ 

and fell by 95-100%, and the companies or their executives faced fraud charges or investigations, 

in line with the concerns I had expressed.  

37. At the time this matter was filed in April 2018, Sichenzia was still known as 

Sichenzia Ross Ference Kesner LLP. Partner Harvey Kesner resigned in August 2018, several 

days before fraud charges were announced by the SEC against 10 individuals and 10 associated 

entities in connection with fraudulent stock promotions involving Sichenzia clients. Various 

allegations laid out by the SEC in that case are largely in line with the types of fraudulent 

promotion activities that I have expressed in my past reports, including the concerns expressed 

about past Sichenzia clients, and were largely similar to the concerns that I expressed in this Vuzix 

Report.  

38. The name of that SEC case was SEC vs. Honig et al. Barry Honig has at times been 

one of Sichenzia’s larger individual clients and has been a significant investor in dozens of public 

companies advised by Sichenzia.  

39. In September of 2016, Mr. Honig had called my California cell phone number 
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threatening to sue me over online articles that were critical of his involvement in certain microcap 

stocks including Chromadex. Mr. Honig was represented at that time by Perrie Weiner of DLA 

Piper. Sichenzia was the legal counsel who had provided the legal opinion relating to the validity 

of the issuance and sale of the securities in equity offerings by Chromadex. I was unaware of where 

Mr. Honig had obtained my number. I later changed that phone number as well as my phone 

carrier, selecting a new California phone number. 

40. In January 2018, I began receiving aggressive email threats from an individual who 

had been associated with Sichenzia’s former client Northwest Biotherapeutics. Two weeks later, 

in February 2018, Mr. Honig called my new California phone number to confront me about 

negative articles about him, which he said he thought were about to be published online.  

41. I had not heard from Mr. Honig since that earlier 2016 phone call, and I was 

unaware of how Mr. Honig had obtained my new phone number at that time.  

42. Several weeks after the February call from Mr. Honig, around March 2018, a series 

of articles did begin appearing online that were critical of Mr. Honig and the companies in which 

he invests. I was not involved in publishing any of those articles. Prior to the call from Mr. Honig 

in February 2018, I had not been aware that such articles were about to be published. The 

companies or other individuals mentioned in those articles included many of the same companies 

or individuals who were later named by the SEC in SEC vs. Honig in September 2018.  

43. It was as a result of the threats against me in January 2018 that I noticed the latest 

promotional activity behind Vuzix, which had occurred in conjunction with CES that same month. 

I had been passively gathering research on Vuzix and other related companies for at least two 

years. 
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The Vuzix Report 

44. On March 16, 2018, I published a 27-page report on my website MoxReports.com 

about Vuzix (the “Vuzix Report”). A true and correct copy of the Vuzix Report is attached as 

Exhibit B.  

45. I researched the Vuzix Report in California and first published it on 

MoxReports.com, my California-based website.  

46. The Vuzix Report explained in detail my analysis, which concluded that Vuzix and 

its “investor relations” firm IRTH Communications appeared to be engaged in a fraudulent stock 

promotion scheme that touted contrived associations with recognized technology giants to 

artificially inflate Vuzix’s share price, and that as a result, Vuzix’s stock was likely to plummet in 

value from those artificial highs. 

47. My report shows the text of six warning signs as written by the SEC and then 

provides detailed evidence and examples to show how the activities around Vuzix match not just 

“any” but in fact ALL of the SEC’s six warning signs of fraud. A true and correct copy of the 

SEC’s Investor Alert displaying the six signs of fraud is attached as Exhibit C. 

48. As is consistent with my past practices, prior to publicly releasing my report on 

Vuzix in March of 2018, I filed a formal whistleblower report detailing my fraud concerns to the 

SEC. Consistent with my past practices, I provided the SEC with my California address and phone 

number.  

49. On or about March 20, 2018, the Vuzix Report was re-published on Seeking Alpha, 

a New York-based Internet publication, along with a short summary introduction of the Vuzix 

Report. A true and correct copy of the summary published on Seeking Alpha is attached as Exhibit 

D.  
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50. Seeking Alpha did not pay me to re-publish the Vuzix Report.  

51. After the republication, Seeking Alpha made certain deletions to the Vuzix Report 

that I did not authorize or agree with and added commentary that I did not agree with.  

52. My Vuzix Report focused on two large equity offerings conducted by Vuzix in 

December 2017 and January 2018. For both of these offerings, Sichenzia had been the legal 

counsel, IRTH had been the “investor relations” firm, and Chardan Capital had been the 

investment bank.  

53. In my Vuzix Report, I made multiple references to my past reports on Forcefield 

Energy, Northwest Biotherapeutics, and Unilife. I included the title of those past reports on my 

website as well as the titles of media articles that detailed the federal fraud charges or actions that 

came out subsequent to the publication of my reports. I also included data that showed that 

subsequent to my warnings about those companies, the share prices fell, sometimes by 95-100%.  

54. Some of the statements at issue in the Amended Complaint concern Vuzix’s 

“Blade” product and the positive media coverage that product received between January 2018 and 

March 2018. Subsequent to my publication of the Vuzix Report in March 2018, a number of these 

same media outlets published negative or cautious comments about the “Blade,” which were 

consistent with my criticism in 2018. The journalists in 2019 used terms such as “preproduction 

version,” “first generation,” “a phone accessory,” as well as describing significant functionality 

shortcomings with basic features like taking photos or sound. True and correct copies of those 

reviews are attached as Exhibits E, F, and G.  

No Attempt to Serve Me 

55. On or around April 5, 2018, Vuzix filed a lawsuit against someone named Ricardo 

Antonio Pearson. From the New York State court docket, I understand that Vuzix missed the 
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August deadline for serving the complaint. I am not aware of any attempts to serve me with the 

complaint in this matter prior to the August deadline. I understand that on November 30, 2018, 

Vuzix sought permission from the court to serve me with the complaint against someone named 

“Ricardo Antonio” via Seeking Alpha and via my email addresses, which I have publicly disclosed 

for many years.  

56. I am not Ricardo Antonio Pearson. The name Richard J. Pearson is my true legal 

name and is not an alias. At all times in my professional career, I have been identified as Richard 

Pearson or more informally as Rick Pearson. My bylines on my website Moxreports.com and on 

Seeking Alpha state that my name is Richard Pearson. My email address is 

rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com. My name is not—and never has been—Ricardo Antonio 

Pearson.  

57. Until 2017, I occasionally used a very private Facebook page to communicate only 

with a small number of close friends and family. This private Facebook page included references 

to comical nicknames for me used only among close friends and family. These nicknames included 

“Ricardo,” “Rico Suave,” and “Uncle Rico,” among others. The satirical meanings of these 

nicknames are well known and can be found on websites such as UrbanDictionary.com. I have 

never used any of these satirical nicknames in any professional or legal environment or context. 

Although my account was set to private, people who added my friends and family as their own 

Facebook friends would have been able to see some of the content on my private Facebook page.  

58. Although I have changed my phone number and even phone carrier multiple times, 

individuals associated with the Sichenzia law firm or their clients have had no trouble contacting 

me by phone or in person.  

59. In October of 2018, I had registered to attend the 11th Annual LD Microcap 
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conference near Santa Monica, California, which was scheduled to begin on December 4, 2018. 

The conference is heavily attended in person by many clients of IRTH and/or Sichenzia, including 

both Cemtrex, Vuzix, and other companies that I have written about in my reports. The LD Micro 

conference is held just a few miles from IRTH’s headquarters in Santa Monica.  

60.  I have been a regular attendee of the LD Micro conference for several years. I 

register for the LD Micro conference well in advance under the name Rick Pearson, using my same 

email address rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com. I attended the LD Micro conference in 

person in December of 2018, and was recognized by face and by name by the conference organizer. 

While at the conference, I wore my name badge, which prominently displayed my name as Rick 

Pearson.  

61. The New York State Court docket shows that Vuzix was granted the right to serve 

me by email effective as of December 4, 2018. However, I am not aware of any effort made by 

Vuzix to serve me during the LD Micro conference or any other efforts made for the remainder of 

2018.  

62. In January of 2019, I attended the Consumer Electronics Show (“CES”) in Las 

Vegas. CES gave me a Media Pass recognizing me as Richard Pearson, an Industry Analyst for 

Moxreports from Marina del Rey, CA. In giving me this pass, CES verified my biographical and 

career details from my website, from my social media, from press articles, from my business cards 

and from my driver’s license. Registration for CES required my Media Pass to be picked up in 

person in a special area designated for Media, where my credentials were again verified before 

giving me my badge.  

63. On January 3rd, just days before I was scheduled to attend CES, Vuzix finally served 

me with the complaint against “Ricardo Antonio” via email to the email addresses that I have been 
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publicly displaying for many years. The emails were sent to me at 

rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com and info@moxreports.com.  

64. Both Vuzix and Cemtrex were scheduled to present in person at CES. It was widely 

known that I would also be attending the CES conference as a member of the media. As required 

by CES, while attending the conference, I displayed my media badge, which lists me as Richard 

Pearson, an Industry Analyst for Moxreports from Marina del Rey, CA.  

Vuzix Repeats the Same Tactics to Silence Me as Cemtrex in 2017 

65. In February 2017, I published a report on Cemtrex, Inc., expressing my concerns 

about fraudulent stock promotions and undisclosed share sales by Cemtrex insiders.1 My report 

was published on my site Moxreports.com and subsequently republished on Seeking Alpha.  

66. In my Cemtrex report, the concerns I expressed and the analysis on which those 

concerns were based were consistent with numerous past reports I had published where share 

prices had fallen dramatically when the subject companies or individuals were later indicted or 

investigated in federal securities fraud cases.  

67. Consistent with my past practice, prior to releasing my Cemtrex report to the public, 

I filed a whistleblower report with the SEC, detailing my concerns about fraudulent activity around 

Cemtrex. Similar reports filed by me in the past were later followed by federal fraud indictments 

against dozens of firms and individuals mentioned in those reports, including multiple companies 

and individuals with close business ties to the Sichenzia law firm.  

68. In the two years since my report, Cemtrex has fallen by approximately 90% and 

has received a NASDAQ delisting notice.  

                                              
1 A copy of that report is available at https://moxreports.com/cetx/ and https://seekingalpha.com/article/4048274-

cemtrex-documents-photos-signs-point-deception-failure. 
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69. Following my report on Cemtrex, the company issued a press release stating that 

“Cemtrex Files $170 Million Lawsuit against Richard Pearson, Seeking Alpha author, and Others 

for Trade Libel.” However, the suit that Cemtrex actually filed in court was against someone 

named “Ricardo Antonio Pearson.”  

70. The suit Cemtrex, Inc. v. Ricardo Antonio Pearson, Case No. 2:17-cv-01258-JS-

AKT (E.D.N.Y.) was filed for Cemtrex by its law firm Olshan Frome, where Harvey Kesner had 

formerly been a partner from 2004 to 2006.  

71. At the time the suit was filed, Cemtrex and Olshan knew that I live in Los Angeles. 

Shortly after filing the suit, Olshan partner Thomas Fleming gave an interview to Newsday.com, 

which then wrote: “Thomas Fleming, an attorney at Olshan Frome Wolosky LLP, the Manhattan 

law firm that filed the lawsuit on behalf of Cemtrex, said that Pearson is believed to be in Santa 

Monica, California.” The article where Fleming is quoted is available at 

https://www.newsday.com/business/cemtrex-files-170m-libel-suit-against-financial-blogger-

1.13217824. 

72. However in the actual lawsuit, Cemtrex stated that “Ricardo Antonio” lives in 

Alameda, CA, which is more than 300 miles from Santa Monica.  

73. My name is not Ricardo Antonio Pearson, and I have never lived in Alameda, 

California.  

74. My name is Richard Pearson, and I live in Los Angeles, California, a few miles 

from Santa Monica.  

75. Cemtrex and its law firm Olshan Frome knew who I was, my professional 

background as an activist investor, and how to contact me.  

76.  On May 31, 2017, Jake Noone, a law clerk from Olshan Frome, contacted me by 
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email under the pretense of seeking employment from me. In that email, Noone said to me: “I hope 

this message finds you well. My name is Jake Noone and I am currently a Law Clerk at the leading 

law firm in representing activist investors, Olshan Frome Wolosky LLP…[]. .To make a long story 

short, I am looking to work for an activist fund and I thought I would reach out to you since you 

have been extremely influential in the space.” A true and correct copy of the email is attached as 

Exhibit H. 

77. I exchanged phone numbers with Mr. Noone, and we then spoke by phone for more 

than 30 minutes. I took that phone call from my Los Angeles phone number and from my office 

in Los Angeles, and I informed the Olshan clerk of my location. The Olshan clerk made no mention 

of any lawsuit against anyone.  

78. On June 5, 2017, five days after I was contacted by email and phone, Cemtrex filed 

to dismiss the “Ricardo” suit, stating in federal court: “Despite making seven attempts, Cemtrex 

has been unable to serve defendant Ricardo Antonio Pearson within the 90 day time limit set forth 

in Rule 4(m). Given the uncertainty of successful service and the significant expenditure of time 

and money additional attempts at service will involve, Cemtrex wishes to focus its resources on 

defending the related putative securities class action litigation resulting from Pearson's false 

accusations. Cemtrex anticipates that it will prevail in the securities litigation, and reserves the 

right to re-file its claims against Pearson at that time.” See Exhibit I.  

79. I was never served with the Complaint in the Cemtrex matter, and I am not aware 

of any attempt to serve me in that matter. 

80. At the time of his email to me, the information on Jake Noone’s LinkedIn page was 

consistent with the information he had stated to me in his email. Subsequent to leaving Olshan 

Frome, Jake Noone is now a Vice President with an “investor relations” firm called ICR, which 
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has offices in New York and Santa Monica. Mr. Noone’s bio on ICR’s website states that “Jake 

develops and executes strategic communications plans for clients related to shareholder activism, 

IPOs, mergers and acquisitions, Chapter 11 bankruptcies, short selling, executive transitions, and 

regulatory investigations.” 

81. Consistent with the concerns I had expressed in my Cemtrex report, in the 23 

months since that time, the shares have declined by approximately 90%, from over $5.00 to 

approximately 50 cents. In January 2019, Cemtrex received a delisting notice from the Nasdaq 

stock exchange.  

82. Following the dismissal of the lawsuit Cemtrex, Inc. v. Ricardo Antonio Pearson, I 

deleted pictures, comments, and links to friends and family on my Facebook page so as to avoid 

further intrusions into my personal life—including the harassment detailed above. 

83. In or around June of 2018, Joshua Mitts, an assistant professor at Columbia 

University, published an academic paper titled “Short and Distort,” which he later made revisions 

in several different versions. The abstract of this report stated that “Pseudonymous attacks on 

public companies are followed by stock price declines and sharp reversals. I find these patterns are 

likely driven by manipulative stock options trading by pseudonymous authors.” Professor Mitts’ 

paper discloses that “The author consults on regulatory and litigation matters related to short-and-

distort campaigns.” As of August 17, 2018, Professor Mitt’s “Short and Distort” paper continued 

to contain the sentence: “And three lawyers at DLA Piper recently discussed the cases of 

Chromadex Inc., which was attacked by a pseudonymous short seller and lost $100 million of 

market capitalization in a single day, and Cemtrex, which attempted to sue the pseudonym 

‘Richard Pearson’ but failed for lack of service of process.” See 

https://www.ivey.uwo.ca/cmsmedia/3782601/joshua-mitts.pdf. 
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84. In October 2018, subsequent to the filing of SEC vs. Honig, Professor Mitts 

republished a revised version of his “Short and Distort” paper that had deleted all references to me 

and to the phase “the pseudonym Richard Pearson.” Professor Mitts did not publicly announce that 

these deletions had been made. Richard Pearson is my real name and not pseudonym, and I believe 

that this fact is well known.  

85. Cemtrex and its management have close ties to Vuzix and its management by way 

of Santa Monica–based IRTH Communications, which both companies use for their “investor 

relations” activities. Both of my reports on Cemtrex and Vuzix cited the involvement of IRTH as 

one of the key reasons that I was concerned about fraudulent stock promotion. In addition to 

working for Cemtrex and Vuzix, IRTH founder Andrew Haag has worked closely with Vuzix’s 

law firm Sichenzia for more than 10 years, including with multiple companies or individuals 

charged with involvement in fraudulent stock promotions.  

86. During 2019, I have respectfully reached out by phone or in person to many of the 

people involved with the stocks mentioned here in hopes of getting harassment against me to stop. 

This includes Barry Honig, Perrie Weiner, Andrew Haag, Robert Haag, David Zazoff, and Steven 

Angel, among others.  

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.  

Executed on this 27th day of March, 2019 

 

 

 _________________________ 

 RICHARD J. PEARSON 

Dated: March 27, 2019 

Los Angeles, California 
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This report is the opinion of the author. It is not a recommendation for anyone anywhere to do anything at any 
time. Do your own research, form your own opinions. The author is not an investment advisor. The author is 

short VUZI. The author may conduct transactions on various securities mentioned in this report (or on 
securities of competitors of other comparable companies, securities etc.) within the next 72 hours.  

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY / TICKER: Vuzix (VUZI) 

MARKET CAP:  $240 MILLION  

CURRENT SHARE PRICE: $7.45 

REVENUE $0.5m per quarter (negative gross margins)  

CASH / SHARE $1.33 cash /share  

EXPECTED SHARE PRICE: Expected to be delisted. Less than $0.50. post delisting.   

Fraud at Vuzix. Expect delisting.  
 

• Vuzix recently used an undisclosed stock promotion involving dozens of mainstream media outlets to artificially 
inflate the share price and volume, and then raise $30 million 

• Photos of leaked documents from IRTH Communications show IRTH bragging to potential clients that it was 
responsible for more than 30 articles from mainstream media outlets which all simultaneously erupted in connection 
with Margolis’ “Alexa ruse”.  These specific IRTH sponsored articles were conspicuous in that they offered effusive 
praise for Vuzix but appeared as standard news on dozens of mainstream sites     

• The information contained in the articles and product reviews was flat out wrong, but was then repeatedly re-
broadcast by Vuzix (esp. Margolis) in order to inflate the stock.  Margolis made heavy use of social media, adding the 
$VUZI ticker next to the sponsored articles  

• Vuzix’s “Blade” is little more than a low tech mock-up which serves as a prop for journalists to conduct sham reviews. 
When these journalists “reviewed” the product at CES, neither the Alexa feature nor the browser were functioning – 
not for any of the journalists. Yet these same journalists then widely touted the device in their mainstream bylines, 
overwhelmingly on the basis of the Alexa features that actually don’t exist !  

• Matt Margolis conceals his past employment by multiple fraudsters who had also been behind undisclosed 
promotions on Vuzix for years.  Margolis’ former employer Mark Gomes was shut down under SEC fraud 
proceedings in September just after running his latest promotion on Vuzix 

• With a separate promoter, Margolis was actively promoting Cemtrex and other IRTH clients without disclosing that he 
was being paid via IRTH Communications. Cemtrex subsequently collapsed.  

• Vuzix’s recent “Alexa ruse” was actually a recycled ploy that Margolis had used on Vuzix in 2016,while he was still 
employed by outside promoters.  Just like with the “GoPro ruse” in 2016, adding Alexa functionality costs nothing and 
can be done in just one hour by downloading a simple developer kit. Margolis then uses this non-event as a pretense 
to run a stock promotion   

• Over the past 11 months, we have seen a very visible acceleration in SEC enforcement against this exact type of 
fraud.  The recent undisclosed IRTH promotions were now too blatant and were then used for an immediate $30 
million capital raise at $9.95. Investors in that offering ended up seeing nearly immediate losses after the pump 
campaign stopped.     
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Something strange behind the recent media blitzkrieg  
At the 2018 CES conference in Las Vegas, more than 50 journalists representing some of the biggest providers of   
mainstream news media began putting out a stream high visibility articles praising the Blade smart glasses from Vuzix.  
These journalists had evaluated the product at CES and then shared their “action shot” photos and live videos with 
commentary that was visibly effusive, all of them citing the Blade’s “Alexa enabled” functionality as the big 
differentiator fueling their enthusiasm. 

Despite the effusive hype from the media, the reality is that adding Alexa functionality was a non-event.  To add Alexa 
to any OEM device, all one needs to do is download Amazon’s developer kit. After that it then takes less than one 
hour of simple programming. The purpose of the Alexa ruse was that it could be used as a consistent “narrative” for 
the basis of the massive mainstream media promotion that was being lined up by IRTH communications.  In fact, 
Margolis was the one who invented this gag back in 2016.  At the time, Margolis was not yet working for Vuzix, but 
when they activated the GoPro developer kit, Margolis attempted to immediately use that as the basis of a splashy 
sounding promotion. But without the media access capabilities of IRTH, Margolis was not able to have the same 
success then as he has had in 2018.   

But on closer analysis of the content in these articles, several disturbing patterns emerge amidst this coverage.  First, 
not one single journalist was able to actually use the all-important Alexa feature.  All of these journalists then accepted 
management’s reason that there was too much noise and that the WiFi wasn’t working. Likewise, none of the 
journalists were able to use the web browsing feature of the glasses because, according to management, the wifi 
wasn’t working.   

Again, not one of these full time journalists from some of the biggest outlets in US media questioned management’s 
excuse, even though it would seem odd to not be able to get the internet at the biggest three day tech conference in 
the US.  

Instead, these journalists repeatedly heaped praise on the simpler features of the $1,000 device.  They noted that the 
button on the side does indeed work. And that they could also swipe through pictures and record video.  Some of 
them noted that they were able to see a mapping app and a weather app. However, none of them explained how 
these apps could possibly work when the wifi wasn’t working.  

The functionality that they were actually able to use on these smart glasses is simply in line with many other devices 
already on the market for maybe $150.  And the ability to take video and pictures via eyeglass frames has been 
around for more than 10 years. 

So the question becomes this: why did these journalists all feel so compelled to write up glowing reviews and 
include live-looking “action shots” of their hands on evaluation. If the product wasn’t working, then the simple decision 
would be to just not review it.  Or if one really wanted to, one could come back and review it when “the wifi was 
working again”. 

These are just a few of the very strange elements going on behind the media blitzkrieg that sent Vuzix soaring and by 
which the company raised $30 million in an equity offering. 

I am comfortable in my view stating that Vuzix is an abject fraud.  The “Blade” product which was spoon fed to these 
dozens of journalists is nothing but a barely functional prop whose only purpose was to create the “action shot” photos 
which the journalists energetically disseminated. 
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Signs of fraud should be obvious to anyone who visits the SEC’s 
website   
https://www.sec.gov/oiea/investor-alerts-bulletins/ia_promotions.html 

 

 

 

 

SEC’s official warning signs of fraud  Vuzix meets the criteria  
    

1. The SEC suspended public trading of 
the security or other securities 
promoted by the same promoter.   

 Fraud warning. Vuzix. Exact same promoters behind Vuzix have been 
behind dozens of frauds which imploded and were delisted, including: 
Forcefield Energy, CodeRebel, “Dream Team” promotions, Unilife and others. 
Multiple promoters associated with Vuzix and its IR / promotion firm have 
recently been shut down in fraud proceedings by the SEC.  

    
2. Increase in stock price or trading 

volume linked to promotional activity.   
 Fraud warning. Vuzix To lure in more stock pump clients, Vuzix’s own 

promoters have advertised the visible success of their campaigns in inflating 
both price and volume – specifically of Vuzix – as well as other stocks.  

    
3. Press releases or promotional activity 

announcing events that ultimately do 
not happen.  

 Fraud warning. Vuzix Promoters such as Harris Shapiro, Mark Gomes, Matt 
Margolis, Gary “Anderson” (among many other promoters) have been 
predicting very near term commercialization for Vuzix for more than three 
years, causing the share price to repeatedly spike ahead of equity offerings.  

    
4. No real business operations (little or 

no assets; minimal revenues; false 
press releases). 

 Fraud warning. Vuzix generates a mere $1.3 million per quarter in 
revenues, which is only possible by selling at negative gross margins.  Nearly 
all of its assets consist of cash which has been recently raised by selling 
shares following stock promotions.   

    
5. Company issues a lot of shares 

without a corresponding increase in 
the company’s assets. 

 Fraud warning. Vuzix Over the past 5 years, Vuzix has sold more than 20 
million shares and now has a market cap in excess of $230 million.  Total 
cash sits at roughly $36 million, ALL of which was raised in the past few 
months following heavy stock promotions.    

    
6. Frequent change in company name 

or type of business. 
 Fraud warning. Vuzix.  Over the past 20 years, Vuzix has gone through 

repeated business changes and  over the years has been known as “VR 
Acquisition”, “Kaotech Corp”, “Interactive Imaging Systems”, “Vicuity Corp”, 
and …for now, “Vuzix Corp”.   
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Vuzix’s IR firm is now circulating a private “brag book” 
(paper only) about the “media wins” during January 1-15   
On the next few pages I show photos of marketing documents which were created by IRTH Communications and 
which were being made available to potential new clients at the Roth investor conference in March 2018.  The title of 
this presentation appears right on the front page and tells us everything we need to know.  

          Vuzix Strategic Media Wins Sourced By IRTH Communications January 1-15, 2018    

Note that each page includes both the Vuzix logo and the IRTH logo.  

IRTH names the actual media outlets who published high impact articles on Vuzix and then refers to them as 
“Media Placements”.  Note, remember the names of these media outlets below.  Many will become a common 
theme throughout this presentation.    
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IRTH makes clear that it “utilizes the media to generate 
positive influence in the stock market” 
IRTH’s media campaign caused Vuzix to reach new all time highs within two weeks, nearly triple its November 
lows below $5.00.  As a result of the media driven spike, Vuzix was able to raise $30 million at $9.95. 
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Vuzix then shows their own media coverage to investors to 
encourage them to buy stock  
Just like Cemtrex, once Vuzix acquires the glowing media coverage, it then aggressively uses social media and 
investor presentations to turn media exposure into a lure to bring in investors.  For both CETX and VUZI we can see 
that IRTH is active in promoting the “mainstream media coverage” that its clients suddenly get from sources like 
Entrepreneur.com   

And then at the recent Roth conference Vuzix further quotes 
the glowing press coverage from this same group of media 
outlets as a source of independent validation that its product 
is being accepted and admired. 

 Roth Presentation to Investors shows “independent media coverage  
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IRTH cites specific mainstream articles on Vuzix and calls 
them “advertising”, includes detailed visitor metrics  
IRTH notes direct sourcing of 36 articles and names TheVerge, CNBC, and Time 
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Is there something peculiar about each of these “reviews” ?  
IMPORTANT: take a minute to actually watch these “product reviews” from three mainstream tech journalists 

1. All three of them heap praise on the Blade despite the fact that its most important key features are not working 
for any of them.    

2. All three of these videos are clearly shot in the same location, which Nick Statt of The Verge describes as 
PepCom  (hint: PepCom is not part of CES, it is a private invite-only event hosted by a “media consultant”) 

3. Not one of these journalists was actually able to use the Alexa features of the web browser 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

The Verge: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOpMx6lrsM0 Engadget: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gs0Fwa4D654 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

CNET: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRgkMia4YIo  

 

CNET on the Blade:  “It’s kind of like Google glass, but these also connect with Amazon Alexa, so when you have 
voice control, you can tap in all sorts of services that you would normally use to, say, control things in your smart 
home….  Here at this convention hall, apparently the [wifi] connection isn’t working so we can’t even test 
that…but it’s supposed to work.”    
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Use of “media consultants” to create guaranteed positive 
coverage featuring fake action shots  
As we will see later, Vuzix has spent millions of dollars on different types of “media” consultants”.  PepCom and 
ShowStopper.com each set up private “shadow conferences” next door to the real CES where they have large staged 
photo shoots.  These are categorically NOT part of CES and not even an all-access press pass gets an outsider into 
these events.  The events are only three hours long, which is why the journalists could not come back to try the 
product out at a later time. Remember, CES is three days long.  

There is nothing inherently nefarious about these private events.  Big companies like Google and Apple will often send 
a few reps to staff a table there just to give journalists easy opportunities for photo ops.   

The sole purpose of these closed door events it to generate realistic looking “action shot” photos and video that 
journalists then place into what the audience will clearly view as “hands on product review” pieces.  There is no 
open access to the public. PepCom is hired by the clients (Vuzix) to screen journalists. A list of attendees is given to 
clients weeks in advance so that they can keep anyone who hasn’t been coached.  ShowStoppers is largely the same 
as PepCom and Vuzix uses both of them in different cities.  
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“Guaranteed” positive coverage from pre-screened journalists  

 

 

 
 

Showstoppers.com creates a private closed door events which look (in the photos) like real public 
conferences. Showstoppers then hand selects all the journalists and submits to Vuzix weeks before any 
event.  There is zero possibility of anyone saying anything negative or questioning the obvious problems. 
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All of the media consultants paid by Vuzix independently 
show very similar names of which media outlets are 
accessible  
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Margolis conceals his years of prior employment with the 
fraudsters promoting Vuzix  
Margolis was hired as head of Investor Relations in January 2017.  In my view, any notion that Vuzix is somehow 
unaware of Margolis’ past or current activities is pure theater. Prior to joining Vuzix, Margolis had written bullish 
articles on Vuzix dozens of times.  

But from his public bio’s on his own site, LinkedIn and Seeking Alpha, Margolis only discloses one prior employer 
(Excellus BCBS) as well as his self appoint role as “Chief Investment Officer” of an investment newsletter he founded 
Wall Street Forensics, now defunct).   In all public forums, Margolis is very specific in positioning himself as a forensic 
level expert focused only on technology stocks. 

 
 

Margolis artices on SA over a single 
period of 7 months 

 Margolis claims to be a “technology analyst” with only one previous 
employer and one pervious financial blog  
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Margolis was previously employed by fraudster Mark 
Gomes, who was also promoting Vuzix   
Fraudster Mark Gomes was finally shut down by the SEC in September of 2017.   

Notably, fraud proceedings and cease and desist letter from the SEC 
came just a few weeks after his final pump piece, which happened to 
be touting Vuzix. Subsequent to his exposure by the SEC, Gomes’ 
Seeking Alpha account was deactivated, noted his termination in big 
bold letters.  Note, neither Margolis nor Vuzix have been specifically 
named in the fraud proceedings against Gomes.   
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Margolis omits and conceals his past employment with 
fraudsters at TFST and MicrocapResearch  
Although it is not disclosed on his public bio’s, prior to being hired by Vuzix, Margolis was working for Harris Shapiro 
who controlled several stock promotion sites including The Focused Stock Trader and MicroCapResarch.com. The 
earliest records discoverable with the Wayback Machine indicate that Margolis started in August of 2016.  Through 
various cached web pages we can see that TFST was heavily promoting IRTH clients including Vuzix and Cemtrex in 
exchange for fees of up to $15,000 per stock. These pages were removed in late 2017, around the time that Mark 
Gomes was shut down for fraud.  

As soon as he began working for Shapiro, 
Margolis began immediately posting hyper 
bullish articles recommending these same 
IRTH clients on outside sites such as Seeking 
Alpha , but without disclosing his employment 
for Shapiro.  It becomes immediately 
noticeable that as soon as Shapiro began 
paying the “tech only” Margolis, Margolis 
immediately began publishing detailed 
analysis with hyper bullish price targets on 
beverage stocks, energy stocks and 
restaurant stocks, among others, (most of 
which were also IRTH clients).  

 

The FINRA Broker Check report for Harris 
Shapiro reveals multiple disclosure events 
including related to insider trading, a 
regulatory suspension, and fines or 

judgments ranging from $15,000 to nearly $400,000 for 
breach of fiduciary duty to clients.  His career in the 
brokerage industry ended in 2001 following a FINRA 
arbitration panel (at a hearing site in Boca Raton, FL) 
awarding $391,200 to a brokerage customer over 
“Breach of Fiduciary Duty”. 

As far as I know, Shapiro was never charged with 
securities fraud.  But he was very visible as an 
aggressive promoter behind some of the most dramatic 
fraud implosions which MoxReports.com had warned 
investors about.  This includes Cytrx (promoted by 
Dream Team/Mission IR) as well as Unilife, among others.  Each of those stocks has since been delisted and has 
faced fraud indictments or investigations.   Mr. Shapiro passed away in October of 2017.   
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The Vuzix fraud: who is involved ?  
Vuzix has visible ties and connections to imploded Cemtrex 
Both show heavy use of IRTH Communications for “IR”, aggressive use of 
gratuitous “media placements” into the same mainstream media sites, so 
as to pump their stocks to raise money via equity sales. Prior to the collapse 
of Cemtrex, Vuzix’s current head of IR was previously involved in an 
undisclosed paid promotion of Cemtrex, where IRTH was the one paying 
his stock promoter employer.  Cemtrex provides the single best illustration 
of why the promoters will dump their shares immediately once the public 
figures out the scam.  After I warned investors about Cemtrex, it quickly 
collapsed by 65% from a week earlier.  Over the past year Cemtrex has 
desperately pumped out all manner of hyperbolic press releases claiming 
that it is now moving into “Blockchain” or “Virtual Reality” or that it is 
engaging in huge M&A deals and that financials are great and so on.  But with the scam so thoroughly exposed, there 
is now zero any ability to resurrect the promotion.  MoxReport:  Cemtrex: Documents and Photos, All Signs Point to 
Fraud 

Margolis deliberately omits and conceals deep ties to fraudsters behind earlier Vuzix and Cemtrex activity   
Vuzix’s head of Investor Relations Matt Margolis goes to visible lengths 
to conceal the fact that right up until his hiring by Vuzix in January 2017 
he was actually employed fraudsters who had been behind the 
promotions of Vuzix over the past several years.  Also, Mark Gomes, 
was just shut down by the SEC on fraud proceedings in September 
2017, just a few weeks after he had put out very a obvious promotion 
on Vuzix. Vuzix was not named explicitly in those fraud proceedings.  

After leaving fraudster Gomes, Margolis went on to work for a different fraudster in August 2016 at The Focused Stock 
Trader (“TFST”), also being paid by IRTH to promote clients including Vuzix and Cemtrex. TFST, along with 
MicrocapResearch.com, were effectively controlled by Harris Shapiro, who was run out of the brokerage industry in 
Boca Raton following regulatory events.  Despite being a “Tech only” analyst, Margolis immediately began promoting 
companies in the restaurant, energy and beverage sectors. Nearly all of these were IRTH clients but Margolis never 
disclosed his compensation or relationship with Shapiro or IRTH.    

As shown in the example here, prior to 
joining Vuzix, Margolis would simply 
copy and paste nearly identical content 
from one of the other fraudsters 
promoting Cemtrex at TFST/MCR and 
then the two would post their articles on 
different sites a few days apart under 
different names.   

 

Gary “Anderson” June 2nd 
MicrocapResearch.com 
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Vuzix’s spending ramp up for coordinated media blitzkrieg  
Prior to the arrival of Margolis, Vuzix’s stock had been the subject of paid stock promotions by the usual phony 
authors on blog sites, as well as by the same shadowy network or promoters behind well know fraud implosions like 
Forcefield Energy, CodeRebel and a slew of marijuana stocks which were quickly delisted.  Details on “Small Cap IR”, 
“Small Cap Specialists” and others can by found in my 2017 report on Cemtrex.   

At the time they hired Margolis, Vuzix was laser focused on an aggressive 
promotion campaign.  Just before Margolis’ arrival at Vuzix, spending on 
stock promotion (“IR”) had just quintupled from $254,000 to $1.24 million. 
As soon as Margolis joined, Vuzix abruptly stopped breaking out the 
amounts explicitly, and instead buried it in “Operating Expense”. However 
it is still possible to see further increases in IR spending of up to $800,000 

disclosed.   

Keep in mind, Vuzix has typically generated only $2 million per year in total revenues and even this is only possible by 
selling at negative gross margins.   So by early 2016, Vuzix was losing money on every sale and then further 
spending 60% of all revenues on stock promotion. And then right at that exact time they hired Margolis away from the 
fraudsters at TFST/MCR, who were also working for IRTH Communications, and who were also promoting Vuzix and 
Cemtrex.  

By late 2017, the spending on stock promotion 
provided visible results.  Two separate campaigns 
took Vuzix from $4.60 in November to a high of 
$10.80 in January, up 140% in six weeks.  The 
first leg relied on the familiar routine of bloggers 
on financial sites using fake identities to tout the 
stock. Just like Vuzix, nearly all of them can be 
tied to IRTH Communications.    (An article by 
Sharesleuth.com sheds light on the same fake 
bloggers, their ties IRTH, and their specific sham 
promotions on Vuzix).   

Here is the pattern:  Vuzix uses IRTH 
Communications and its “media consultants” to 

obtain glowing press coverage to drive up the share price so they can raise money by selling shares to the public.  
There is now an entire underground industry of such “media consultants”. Some are semi-discrete, making marketing 
docs hard to uncover. But others are reckless, offering blatant pricing sheets offering explicit guarantees that for 
less than $3,000 anyone can get their own scripted content into mainstream media outlets, under the name of an 
existing journalist. If it doesn’t get featured as written, then no payment.  

The smarter media consultants make it a point to throw in references to top media names in the US like New York 
Times and Bloomberg. Including these on their sites and market docs helps to obscure a pattern which would 
otherwise become immediately obvious.  There is a small group of just 13 mainstream media outlets that seems 
to always appear whenever we are looking at paid media consultants and certainly when we look closer at 
IRTH, Vuzix and Cemtrex.  And all 13 of these decided to start simultaneously touting Vuzix just ahead of its 
much needed equity raise in January and all 13 based their “analysis” on little more than the scripted press 
kit given by Vuzix.  

How easy is it to penetrate a mainstream media outlet ? 

Spending on stock promotion  
As of IR spend Link  
Mar 2014 $254,000 2013 - 10K 
Mar 2015 $513,000 2014 - 10K 
Mar 2016 $1,244,000 2015 - 10K 
Mar 2017 Undisclosed   2016 - 10K 
Sep 2017 Undisclosed   3Q17 - 10Q 
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GoodNoon.com admits that it guarantees placements into 
mainstream media under the guise of “earned media”  
GoodNoon is just  one of many consulting firms offering what they call “media value add” services.  Throughout this 
site, GoodNoon makes it clear that a client company can write its own articles, then pay GoodNoon to have the article 
published (without disclosure) in very similar form in some of the largest media outlets in the US.  GoodNoon claims to 
maintain a network of more than 100 journalists working for more than 30 of the largest publications world wide.    
GoodNoon is so confident that if the article doesn’t get published, then the client company doesn’t pay ! GoodNoon 
notes that the paid-for articles are permanent. But in the event that they are discovered and removed for being 

“abusive “ then no refund would be given.   
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How to become “Alexa enabled” in just minutes  
Amazon recently released the video below to show just how fast and easy it is to add Alexa 
functionality to any device imaginable.  The presenter notes that he built his own app using 
Amazon’s Software Developer Kit in less than an hour.  The hobbyist below likes to build his own 
gadgets just for fun.  He was able to add Alexa to a device of his own in just minutes.   

PLEASE just take a few minutes to actually watch the videos below. And remember, Vuzix 
announced it’s Alexa launch within just 24 hours of when Amazon released its Dev Kit.  This is 
was not a long drawn and expensive development process which might create a technological 
advantage over anything.  The Alexa announcement by Vuzix was nothing more than a splashy 
talking point which would serve as a talking point in its massive stock promotion.  

Below are the very troubling questions that we need to resolve.  

First, how is it that dozens of tech journalists all became wildly enthusiastic for the Blade based on 
such an easy to add feature that involves no meaningful technical accomplishment ?  These are 
supposed to be sophisticated tech journalists who should not have been impressed. Again, please 
watch the videos below.   

Second, and then….they all happened to launch their public enthusiasm within just a few days of 
one another ? Remember, most of these journalists had never written anything on Vuzix before.    

Third….as we will see later, the Alexa feature was visibly not even functioning at the time they 
were evaluating it….and yet these dozens of journalists all went ahead and simultaneously made 
the same puzzling decision to tout the non-working Alexa feature anyway ?!?   
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5DixCPJYo8      https://www.mickmake.com/contact 
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The Alexa scam of 2018 is just a recycled scam that Margolis ran 
using GoPro in 2016  
 
Just like he did in January 2018, Margolis also pulled the same ruse in 2016. It was really just the same scam. Every 
stock scam needs a simple conceptual “narrative” for the promoters to use in duping people into buying the stock. 
 
Just like Alexa in 2018, adding GoPro functionality was the ideal combination of fast, easy and cheap. Becoming 
GoPro enabled could be done in less than one hour.   
 
The only difference between 2016 and 2018 is that now Margolis is working in-house at Vuzix and he also has IRTH 
on the outside orchestrating a huge media campaign. 	
	
	

	

	

	

	

	

	
	
	
	
	
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://developer.gopro.com/MFGP_DP_Main_Page?ec=302&startURL=%2Fs%2F 
https://ir.vuzix.com/press-releases/detail/1465/vuzix-smart-glasses-integrates-with-gopro-to-deliver-hq 
 
https://gopro.com/news/the-gopro-developer-program-is-here 
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Supporting data and documentation   

  

Appendix    
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Appendix - Vuzix by the numbers  
(financial metrics vs. SEC fraud criteria) 

 
The vast majority of Vuzix’s assets consist of cash which has been raised in the last few months (subsequent to 
September 20th, 2017).    In December and January, Vuzix raised $42 million in cash.  But because of cash burn, the 
pro forma cash balance as of February 2018 Aside from this recently raised cash, Vuzix has total assets of just $10 
million.  
 

The Bloomberg table above already reflects the 
full current share count (post offerings) of 27.29 
million shares (see cover of prospectus).  Vuzix’s 
share count has tripled, resulting in a market cap 
of over $230 million. But again, aside from the 
recently raised cash, total assets for Vuzix still sit 
at just $10 million.  
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Unilife - Everything you “know” is fake 
The fraud proceedings against the CEO of Unilife were not formally handed down until 2017. But Unilife’s stock had 
already started plunging shortly after my two reports on MoxReports.com and Seeking Alpha.    
(Link:  Unilife Fraud Reports at MoxReports.com).  
 
Just like Vuzix, Unilife was heavily promoted as having “game changing technology” via patents (on a med device).   
Just like Vuzix, there really was an enormous market potential for anyone who actually had legitimate technology.  
Just like Vuzix, the company was able to show increases in revenue, but with recurring negative gross margins.   
Just like Vuzix, investors were persuaded that Unilife would almost certainly be acquired by a big cap industry giant. 
Just like Vuzix, Unilife subsisted on repeated equity offerings which occurred on the back of undisclosed promotions.  
 
We can even see a number of the exact same promoters behind Unilife and Vuzix, including Harris Shapiro (TFST) 
and Tech Guru.  Just like Forcefield Energy, Unilife sought to aggressively reassure investors: 
 
[Unilife] the developer of injectable drug systems said the blogs posted on Seeking Alpha contained "false and 
misleading information" and that it had requested the SEC investigate the short-sellers for stock manipulation and illicit 
gains. Unilife also said no officer has sold stock since the company listed in 2010 and that both the CEO and COO 
have purchased in excess of $4 million in stock in recent years. 

The victims of the Unilife fraud 
were not stupid.  They were smart 
people conducting sensible analysis.  
But the information in their analyses 
had been (without their knowledge) 
spoon fed to them by the very people 
running the promotion. As a result, 
they reached the exact conclusions 
that the promoters had intended for 
them to reach.  
 
The SEC fraud proceedings against 
the CEO revealed the usual 
undisclosed shenanigans. Secretly 

siphoning cash out of the company and into personal bank accounts, undisclosed transfers of shares, a stacked board 
with crony directors 
 
As always similar to Vuzix, Unilife had some transformation technology which was always on the cusp of minting 
billions in revenue as a result of its “game changing IP”.   
With Vuzix, the game changing technology is “Artificial Reality glasses”…etc.  With Unilife the game changing 
technology was [syringe stuff.]. Can you say:   Po-tay-toh. Po-tah-toh.   In both cases, these supposed technology 
companies were able to chisel some revenues out of the appearance of moderate product sales.  But the economic 
reality is far different. 

From inception to grave, Unilife produced nothing but growing losses.  Any attempt at showing moderate revenue 
growth required increasing financial gymnastics by which Unilfie ended up losing more money with every sale. In the 
years up to 2015, Unilife was able to generate $41 million in revenues, with losses then totaling $244 million in losses. 

How IRTH obtains glowing coverage of its clients  
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When I wrote about Cemtrex, I expressed numerous 
concerns and they were all quite severe.  Clearly neither 
Margolis nor IRTH shared those concerns.  Aside from the 
problems listed on the right, I had also noted that the very 
gratuitous mentions of Cemtrex’s CEO in certain 
mainstream media outlets all appeared to be quite 
scripted.  Cemtrex’s CEO had been appointed to his 
executive role at Cemtrex at the age of 25, shortly after 
graduating from college and with no work experience 
whatsoever.  His father was already the chairman and 
largest shareholder of what was then an OTCBB penny 
stock.  After hiring IRTH, Cemtrex and the young Govil 
quickly became the subject of continuous glowing press 
coverage gushing praise for the young and visionary 
entrepreneur CEO.  This was notably odd given Cemtrex’s never-ending financial troubles and business failures  
 
 
Cemtrex's CEO, Saagar Govil, Makes Forbes' 30 Under 30 List Along with Notable Winners Steph Curry, Shawn 
Mendes 

How This Millennial Turned an ‘Orphan Child’ Business Into a $50 Million Success 

Cemtrex Inc. CEO, Saagar Govil, Featured on Inc.com 

Cemtrex’s CEO, Saagar Govil, Named to Stony Brook University’s Top 40 Under 40 
 
The very scripted-looking “news” above is what helped to run IRTH’s Cemtrex from $2.00 to $7.50 in a very short 
period of time.  But what you can quickly notice is that similar gushing “news” continuously spews forth from these 
exact same media outlets praising other IRTH clients who are just as troubled as Cemtrex.  When those stocks later 
implode, the “mainstream” media outlets simply forget about them.   
 
What we will see below is that there is small group of “mainstream media” outlets that all seem to claim deep 
relationships with the same small number of media sites.  This small group of sites has provided a disproportionate 
amount of coverage to Vuzix and Cemtrex, as well as to other clients of IRTH.   
 
Prior to January of 2018, Vuzix has received virtually no attention from the mainstream media. The only attention it 
was getting was coming from those same fake bloggers tied to IRTH, and that was no longer working.  But when 
Vuzix attended CES in January, it received a sudden deluge of coverage from the “mainstream media”.   
 
 

 

CETX	report	from	MoxReports.com	–	Feb	2017 
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Vuzix: identical fraud tactics revealed in earlier MoxReports 
In this report I provide extensive documentation and into step-by-step detail to show why I see Vuzix as an abject 
fraud with no value whatsoever.  But in fact, much of this analysis should have never been necessary.  Anyone 
reading these previous fraud warnings should have never fallen for Vuzix.   There are two simple points worth 
remembering:  

First, it often takes years before fraud indictments become public and the fraud gets “formally” shut down.  But in most 
cases the stocks plunged to just pennies as soon as the fraudsters knew that they would no longer be able to keep 
running the scam.  The fraudsters know well that there is no chance that the underlying business will ever succeed. 
They are certainly not going to wait around for the delisting and indictments to be announced.   

Second, with fraud, it is important to remember this:  Pretty much everything is fake.  This isn’t about a few overly 
optimistic press releases or some random fake bloggers. In subsequent years we ended up learning that the SEC 
filings were fake, the cash had been siphoned out and the insiders had dumped their stock without disclosing it.  So 
again, this is not just about some silly bloggers hyping the stock.  When I see fraud: I assume that everything is fake.   

After my report on Forcefield Energy, the company put out a statement to aggressively deter investors from selling. 

 

Instead, on Monday April 20th, the Chairman was arrested by the FBI and the stock was halted. It reopened at one 
cent down from $7.50 before my report.  Ten people, including the Chairman, were later sentenced to prison on 
federal fraud charges.  Most importantly: at the very moment that he was putting out that press release, the Chairman 
of Forcefield was already en route to the airport while simultaneously dumping his shares without disclosure 
!   This all occurred within just five (5) days of my report warning investors.   
 
Past fraud or promotion reports by MoxReorts.com  
Ticker Company % Cng Link to Report 
KNDI Kandi Techn -30% Kandi: The truth hurts 
NEON Neonode -93% Neonode: Investors Feel Duped, Shares To Fall Further 
OHRP Ohr Pharma -97% The Ugly Truth Behind Ohr Pharma 
UNXL Unipixel  -100% As Unipixel plunges, MDB Capital pulls research 
GALE Galena Bioph -95% Behind the scenes with Dream Team, CytRx and Galena 
CYTR CytRx -94% Behind the scenes with Dream Team, CytRx and Galena 
INO Inovio -69% Behind the Scenes with Proactive, Inovio and Unilife 
UNIS Unilife -100% The big picture at Unilife (UNIS) 
NWBO Northwest Bio -95% Behind The Promotion Of Northwest Bio 
FNRG Forcefield Energy -100% ForceField Energy: Undisclosed Promotions/Management Connections To Past Frauds 
 

Links to federal fraud charges or actions related to these reports (these are not class action suits) 

GALE/CYTR:  SEC hits out at paid-for bioanalysts, CEOs and firms, charges 
27 NWBO: Northwest Bio Receives SEC Subpoena 

FNRG: New York man gets three years for ForceField stock scheme UNIS: Unilife CEO - fraud SEC fraud Charges 

UNXL: U.S. SEC charges Uni-Pixel with civil accounting fraud KNDI: Kandi  Announces Conclusion of SEC Investigation 

 OHRP:  Sec Investigaiton into Richard Grossman 

 

“Forcefield Energy today requested that a regulatory agency review the trading activity in its common stock subsequent to the 
issuance of a lengthy “opinion” published by MoxReports on April 15, 2015. We are not going to stand by and allow our Company, 
officers and directors, employees and shareholders to continue to suffer through what appears to be an orchestrated short selling 
attack based on misinformation. We intend to defend ourselves and pursue all possible remedies against the allegations asserted 
in the opinion. Further, we will provide our shareholders and investment community a business update in a release premarket 
Monday April 20, 2015”. 
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Accelerating federal crackdown on identical frauds   
Over the last 11 months, the SEC, the FBI and the DOJ has sent out a very clear message: there is a new paradigm 
in the investigation and prosecution of securities fraud, with a particular focus on fraudulent stock promotions.   Almost 
every day we see a new headline announcing another major case.  This is a very visible departure from even two 
years ago. Here is what we have seen just since during the first three months of 2018. (Note that the examples below 
are all in connection to microcap pump and dump promotions. These do not include other recent fraud indictments 
such as Martin Shkreli and  Elizabeth Holmes.  

Date Source Title 
9-Mar-2018 Law 360 Penny Stock ‘Mailman’ Hit With Securities Fraud Charges 
7-Mar-2018 NCV Jeffrey Friedland Charged with Fraud by SEC for Pumping and Dumping Cannabis Stock 
2-Mar-2018 DOJ Two Executives Arrested for Pump and Dump Securities Fraud Scheme 

2-Mar-2018 DOJ Six Individuals And Four Corporate Defendants Indicted in $50 Million International Securities Fraud 

27-Feb-2018 AP Trump Campaign Chief Lends Name to Penny Stock Tied to Felon 
23-Feb-2018 DOJ Stock Promoter Sentenced to 27 Months in Prison for His Role in International Pump and Dump 

23-Feb-2018 Reuters California man sentenced to over two years in prison for penny stock fraud 
6-Feb-2018 DOJ Colorado Attorney Admits Role in Stock “Pump and Dump” Scheme 

26-Jan-2018 DOJ Three Defendants Convicted in Securities Fraud Investigation 

22-Jan-2018 Inv News Two sentenced in fraud case for inflating price and trading volume of penny stock 

 

With Vuzix, what we are looking at is Stock Promotion 2.0, which is a significant evolution beyond the old use of fake 
authors writing blog posts and pretending to be industry experts or hedge fund managers.  Now what we are seeing is 
the wholesale infiltration of mainstream media for the purpose of steering investors into fraudulent stocks. A cottage 
industry of “media consultants” now offers GUARANTEED placement of entirely scripted content into mainstream 
media outlets. 

I have spent the last few months trying to uncover how these consultants work and who they are working for. The 
problem runs vastly deeper than anyone on Wall Street seems to understand.  Although not far away on Madison 
Avenue, the PR professionals of the world have already started to recognize the issue. 

Date Source Title 
12-Mar-18 Polipace BUSTED: Forbes Columnist Caught Illegally Selling Influencer Article    [LATEST DEVELOPMENT] 

13-Feb-18 e-releases In Public Relations, It’s a Fine Line Between Gift and Bribe 

18-Jan-18 The Outline These are the people paying journalists to promote brands in articles 

13-Dec-17 Belmore Digital Journalists Accept Bribes To Mention Companies – Google Not Happy 

5-Dec-17 The Outline How Brands Secretly Buy Their Way Into Forbes, Fast Company, and HuffPost Stories 
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Short Ideas  | Industrial   | Editors' Picks

Vuzix: Far Worse Than Anyone Had Imagined
Mar. 20, 2018 9:45 AM ET210 comments | 3 Likes
by  Richard Pear on

Summary

Marketing docs from IRTH Communications reveal a massive promotion campaign

on Vuzix which they describe "media placements" as "advertisements" in

mainstream media.

More than 30 of the media outlets specifically named by IRTH published effusive

reviews of Vuzix's Blade all based very visibly upon its "Alexa enabled" features

The Blade appears to be a sham  NONE of the journalists could get the critical Alexa

feature to function, yet precisely ALL of them aggressively touted "Alexa" in reviews.

Articles appeared as "news" with no disclosure of payment. Vuzix aggressively

spread its own "news" via website and social media, sharply inflating stock price to

raise $30 million.

Numerous promoters behind Vuzix and tied to Vuzix head of IR have been tied to an

extensive string of imploded stock frauds  Recent SEC indictments and

investigations.

Note: This report is the opinion of the author. The author is short VUZI. The author may
conduct new or additional transactions in any various securities mentioned in this report or
any other related securities at any time, including within the next 72 hours.

The text included below is a summary of several key points. Full details can be found in
the embedded pdf below which is also posted at MoxReports com  That pdf report was

first published on Friday, March 16, 2018.

I have deliberately included links to key exhibits and videos. To get an actual
understanding of just how brazen the issues are with Vuzix, it is important to actually open
and view these exhibits and videos. I strongly encourage readers to not skip this important
step.

Key Statistics
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Name: Vuzix Corp. (VUZI)

Market Cap: $208 Million

Share price: $7.45

Cash per share  $1 33

Revenues: $0.5 million per quarter

(Negative gross margins)

Summary

Vuzix Corp  is a stock promotion which shows blatant signs of fraud  The setup here is

nearly identical to the dozens of other stock frauds or promotions I have exposed here at

Seeking Alpha over the past few years

Since the 1990s, Vuzix company has continuously re-spun the same hyped up story about

its "augmented reality" technology. Explosive financial success, we have told, is always

expected just around the corner.

Vuzix has been heavily promoted by individuals and firms allegedly involved in numerous

imploded stock frauds that were notable for being unusually blatant and brazen  Vuzix's

Head of IR has concealed his extensive and direct ties to people such as Mark Gomes.

We have recently begun seeing the SEC shut down such activities

(Editor's Note 3/21/2018: After publication of this article, Mark Gomes wrote to Seeking

Alpha to say that his case with the SEC has settled without admission of wrongdoing. We

removed mentions of fraud from characterizations of Mr. Gomes as a result. Mr. Gomes

further said, "I am categorically denying all promotional activity associated with Vuzix. I did

indeed (write) a bullish article about the company, but later clarified based on further

investigation. I have provided evidence to this effect. To be 100% clear — my bullish

article was NOT part of any promotional ties or activity with Vuzix (or any other entity)

whatsoever. I am 100% and categorically denying EVER participating in any promotional

activity regarding Vuzix, IRTH, OR ANY OTHER entity for that matter. I have never

(accepted) compensation of any sort (monetary or otherwise) nor an exchange of favors

regarding any security, ever.")

In January, a media blitzkrieg resulted in at least 50 glowing articles aggressively touting

Vuzix in some of the best known media outlets in the US  The content of these articles

was all nearly identical and they were all spaced just days apart over a several week
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period in January 2018  The result was that Vuzix's share price doubled vs  recent lows,

and Vuzix immediately raised $30 million from an equity offering near all-time highs. In late

2017, Vuzix was out of cash  Without the aggressive promotion, Vuzix would never have

been able to raise the money it needed and it would have been bust by February. As of

that prospectus, Vuzix had just $1 33 per share in cash

Each of the promotional mainstream articles effusively touted the game-changing potential

of the Blade, based on just a few supposed "game-changing features". This specifically

included an overwhelming emphasis on the Blade's incorporation of Amazon's "Alexa"

technology. Yet when reviewing the product in person, precisely ZERO of these journalists

was able to get those actual high-tech features to work.

Question: why would dozens of mainstream media outlets ALL begin abruptly and
simultaneously touting these high tech features even when precisely NONE of them
could actually get the features to work?

Well... In marketing documents from IRTH which came out later, IRTH claims direct

responsibility for these articles and even describes them as explicitly "advertisements".

However, in the media, each of these articles appeared as independent "news" or analysis

with no disclosure of influence by IRTH or payment for the ads.

(Note: The marketing document was entitled "Vuzix: Strategic Media Wins Sourced by
IRTH Communications January 1 15, 2018"  The document includes the logos of both

Vuzix and IRTH. Additional pages from this presentation are included in my full report

below)
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In fact, I will show every indication that the Vuzix Blade which was so lavishly praised by

the media is in fact little more than a sham device  The Blade was basically just a prop

with very limited functionality which could be used in photo shoots which were entirely

staged

I will also show that the "advertisements" which appeared as "news" were nothing little

more than gratuitous product plugs which completely ignored the lack of any meaningful

functionality.

Very Important: The Blade is definitely NOT an utterly functionless "brick". The device

can be seen to sport several very low tech demo functions which were widely

photographed by the journalists. But there is quite visibly nothing even remotely "high

tech" about any of these features

In fact, the Vuzix Blade functions much like the low priced "spy glasses" made popular 10-

12 years ago. Even back then these could be bought for less than $200. Now they sell for

around $60 and include 3 hours of ultra-high def recording time and 128 hours of standby.

An example from Amazon is shown below. Just like those old "spy glasses", the Blade's

visible functions include the ability to take and store video and photos by pushing a button

on the frame. And now with advances in low priced micro-display technology, the Blade

allows the wearer to then view and scroll through this content by looking into the glasses

themselves.

The Blade includes icons for several "apps" for common uses such as weather and

mapping. But so far, none of the journalists was able to actually use these apps for their

intended purpose  Instead, they have just observed the inclusion of an icon that says

"maps" or "weather" along with static pictures.
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The excuse that Vuzix offered to the journalists for why the device didn't work was that the

Wi Fi was not working properly  Somehow precisely NONE of the dozens of journalists

who positively reviewed the device chose to question the notion that there was no Wi-Fi at

the biggest three day tech conference in America

Likewise, no one has been able to publicly test the Blade because Vuzix has said that the

device is already "sold out".

Meanwhile, Vuzix has made it a point to aggressively tout a $5 million "purchase

agreement" with Toshiba. In fact, this agreement is really just manufacturing agreement

whereby Vuzix is the one paying $5 million to Toshiba  The wording states clearly that

Toshiba will "fulfill the initial purchase order received by Toshiba".

(Editor's Note: After publication, Vuzix representative Matt Margolis contacted Seeking

Alpha to share this link to a Vuzix 8-K that describes the Toshiba agreement: "Pursuant to

the supply agreement, the Company agreed to sell such product exclusively to Toshiba for

a period of up to 12 months, subject to Toshiba’s submitting a minimum of $5,000,000 of

purchase orders. The product will be co-branded as a Toshiba product, powered by Vuzix

and is expected to be sold on a global basis by Toshiba by their Toshiba Client Solutions

group, which will bundle the smart glasses unit with a specially designed mobile edge

computing system that they principally developed for this program. The supply agreement

has a three year term, subject to earlier termination under certain conditions set forth

therein.")
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https://seekingalpha.com/article/4157779-vuzix-far-worse-anyone-imagined

PLEASE NOTE  Subsequent to the publication of my report last Friday, Vuzix's head of IR

Matt Margolis published a public response to shareholders on Twitter which can be found

here M tt Margolis on Twitter

1 /27
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here  Matt Margolis on Twitter

Margolis' response was posted as in image, such that none of the links could be clicked.

Here are two excerpts  Please click the link above to read the entire response by Margolis

(Note: In my report below, you will see that the media outlets highlighted by Margolis
above are the same ones named in the "brag book" from IRTH Communications which
refers to their articles as "strategic media wins" which were sourced by IRTH. IRTH even
refers to some of these "news" articles as "advertisements" that it sourced. Vuzix pays
IRTH for these services.

Again, the response on Twitter from Margolis was posted as an image such that it is not
possible to click on the links  But by entering the text from the first YouTube video, we can
see that this video is no longer available. The second video appears to be taken in
someone's apartment, not at CES at all  Anyone who wishes to believe that this was a
valid demonstration of Vuzix's Alexa should feel free to do so. I leave my conclusions
unchanged  As a reminder, Tom's Guide is explicitly named by IRTH as one of the
"strategic media wins soured by IRTH".)

Here is the link referred to by Margolis.

(Editor's Note 3/20/2018: This article previously called Vuzix a reverse merger company.

We have removed that description from the article. Update 3/22/2018: Vuzix

representative Matt Margolis sent Seeking Alpha the following statement from Sherri

Smith of Tom's Guide: "I can affirm that the video was indeed taken CES 2018 and our

Senior Editor, Mike Prospero is in the video testing out the Vusix Blade AR Glasses with
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https://seekingalpha.com/article/4157779-vuzix-far-worse-anyone-imagined

Disclosure: I am/we are short VUZI. I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving
compen ation for it  I have no bu ine  relation hip with any company who e tock i  mentioned in thi  article

Additional disclosure: This report is the opinion of the author. The author is short VUZI. The author make various
trades in securities mentioned in this report (or other related companies or securities) within the next 72 hours.
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Vuzix starts selling its AR smart
glasses for $1,000
One of the first consumer smart glasses to hit the market
By Nick Statt @nickstatt Jan 3, 2019, 6:00am EST

MOBILE TECH CES 2019 NEWS

7

Vuzix starts selling its AR smart glasses for $1,000 - The Verge https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/3/18166018/vuzix-blade-ar-con...

1 of 3 2019/3/26, 5:15 PM
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Photo by Nick Statt / The Verge

At CES, the consumer electronics industry’s biggest annual trade show, scores of
products tend to get hyped up and unveiled, only to disappear when it comes
time to ship them or to show off a new version at next year’s show. That does not
appear to be the case for Vuzix, a Rochester, New York-based augmented reality
and smart glasses company that says it’s now taking orders for its Blade AR
glasses.

The device was unveiled in its most recent form — Vuzix has been working on
this technology for years, in various capacities — at CES 2018. We covered that
device, a preproduction version of what will now ship to consumers, as a solid,
though clearly first-generation version, of what Google Glass once promised. The
glasses essentially float a miniature display in the right lens of a pair of bulky
sunglasses using what’s known as waveguide technology, which is effectively the
same type of display projection technique that’s used in the Magic Leap One
headset. Companies tend to dress up the name; Magic Leap calls its waveguide
package a “photonics” chip, while Vuzix refers to its own as the “Cobra Display
Engine.”

However, as opposed to something like Magic Leap or Microsoft’s HoloLens, both
of which create virtual images that both interact with the real world and can be
modified in real time by the user, the Blade is much more focused on being an
accessory to a phone instead of a full-fledged and immersive AR device. It
projects a semi-transparent and much smaller rectangular screen that’s more of a
heads-up display for mirroring phone notifications and running low-key apps. It is
essentially doing what Google Glass once did, but with a higher-resolution, full-
color display that has a more generous field of view. The whole package is also in
a much more palatable design than Google’s ill-fated wearable.

So how does it qualify as AR? Well, Vuzix and potential third-party app
developers can decide to use the visual feed from the glasses to augment what

Vuzix starts selling its AR smart glasses for $1,000 - The Verge https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/3/18166018/vuzix-blade-ar-con...
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the user is seeing. Right now, there’s no concrete AR taking place, but down the
line, there certainly could be some features added like facial recognition or
augmentation of the live camera feed for the device’s existing photo and video
capabilities. The company has also published some demos online that show off
how it could be used to run 3D simulation apps similar to those you’d see running
on a Magic Leap One or HoloLens.

Vuzix has been shipping developer units
for the past 12 months, but now it says it
has a consumer version ready for sale.
The price is steep at $999.99. But the
company says there’s a number of new
benefits, including support for Google Assistant in addition to Amazon’s Alexa.
It’s also working with some streaming video providers that it cannot disclose at
the moment to bring on-demand video to the glasses, though long-term TV or
movie viewing sessions on the device aren’t likely going to be how one uses the
Blade primarily. (The Verge has a pair of the consumer Blade glasses to try, and
we plan on reviewing the gadget for later this month.)

Vuzix imagines the glasses will work similar to a smartwatch by keeping you from
pulling your phone out and getting lost in a sea of apps and social networks.
We’ll have to spend a bit more time with the device to see exactly how that theory
works in practice.

THE VUZIX BLADE IS LESS
HOLOLENS AND MORE
GOOGLE GLASS

Vuzix starts selling its AR smart glasses for $1,000 - The Verge https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/3/18166018/vuzix-blade-ar-con...
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3/26/2019 Vuzix Blade Review: A Fun But Frustrating Glimpse into the Future

https://www.tomsguide.com/us/vuzix-blade,review-6065.html 1/14

Tom's Guide reviews products independently. When you click links to buy products we may earn money to support our work.

AUGMENTED REALITY REVIEW

Vuzix Blade
Review: These
$1,000 AR
Glasses Are
Fun But
Frustrating
by MIKE PROSPERO Feb 14, 2019, 6:00 AM

     



     

Imagine you're walking down the street in an
unfamiliar city, trying to meet a friend for
dinner at a restaurant. Fortunately, your
augmented reality glasses point the way,
displaying turn-by-turn directions, right in
front of your eyes.

Tom's Guide /  Tom's Hardware /  Laptop Mag /  TopTenReviews /  AnandTech
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Your friend texts you, wondering where you
are; the message appears before your eyes, and
with a few taps on the glasses, you respond that
you're a few blocks away. When you get to the
restaurant, you glance at the awning, and its
Yelp rating pops up. Unimpressed, you glance
down the street; another, better-rated
restaurant appears before your eyes, and you
message your friend to join you there.

That's the promise of augmented reality
glasses, one that the Vuzix Blade is looking to
realize. These smart specs can be used to check
messages, get directions, read karaoke lyrics
and even use Alexa, all while keeping your
smartphone in the Blade's pocket. But while
they show a lot of promise, these glasses are
definitely for early adopters willing to put up
with a few inconveniences, as well as the
Blade's $1,000 price.

VUZIX BLADE SMART GLASSES

THE GOOD

Alexa built-in
Bright display
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THE BAD

Expensive
Limited app selection at present
Bulky

VERDICT

The Vuzix Blade represents the next step
for augmented reality glasses, but they're
far from being a must-have.

2.5/5 MEH $999.99 Vuzix

Design and Fit
Well, they're not Google Glass, but the Vuzix
Blade are no Warby Parkers, either. The frame
of the Blades are made of thick black plastic, as
are the arms, which are are about an inch thick
at both the temple and behind where the
glasses rest on your ears.

By comparison, the Focals by North smart
glasses, which also cost $1,000 (ed. update:
Focals reduced the price to $599) look much
more like traditional specs; while they're not
exactly wire-frame, someone would have to
take a much closer look to know that there's
tech inside them.



Whether it was the
weight or the fact that I
was looking through a
screen, I tired of
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The Vuzix Blades I tested are the company's
first-generation product; Vuzix plans to slim
down the design over time, which is a good
thing. Every time I donned the Blades, co-
workers couldn't help but make snarky
comments.

Whether it was the weight (3.4 ounces) or the
fact that I was looking through a screen, I tired
of wearing the glasses after a few minutes. I
don't think I'd be able to wear them continually
for an entire day.

The Tech Inside
The Blades project an image onto the right
lens; a small, 720p/8-megapixel camera that
lets you take photos and videos is embedded in
the left side. Smartly, a red LED turns on when
you're recording video or taking a photo.
(Focals' glasses lack a camera of any kind.)

The right temple area of the Blades houses a
touchpad, which you use to navigate through
the device's menus. It's responsive, but it's
hard to figure out by feel where I needed to tap
for it to register a press. The Blades would be
much better served by having some sort of
tactile indicator, like a small ridge, which
would let you know where to place your finger
without looking. Apart from swiping and
tapping, there are two-finger gestures used for

wearing the glasses
after a few minutes.
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changing the volume on connected
headphones, deleting messages and more. It
will take some time to remember all of them.

Apps are organized alphabetically; if you have a
lot of them installed on the Blade and want to
get to, say, Uber, you'll do a lot of swiping.
There is a two-finger shortcut to jump to the
front or end, but it would be nice if you could
arrange the apps to your liking. Vuzix is also
working on a way to launch apps by voice but
hasn't set a time frame.

By comparison, the Focals smart glasses ship
with a ring-like device called a Loop that has a
small track point; you slip the Loop on your
index finger and use the track point to navigate
through menus, which is a little more intuitive
than remembering a bunch of swipe gestures.
Both methods are imperfect; having to swipe
on your temple draws even more attention to
the fact that you're wearing smart glasses (see
this SNL spoof), and having to use a separate,
easily lost gadget is just as problematic.

MORE: Augmented Reality Glasses:
What You Can Buy Now (or Soon)

One thing missing from the Blades is a set of
built-in speakers; you'll have to buy a set of
Bluetooth earbuds to get audio. While you can't
have everything, it would be amazing if one of
these smart glasses companies partnered with
Bose and its incredible Frames sunglasses.
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Display
After turning on the Blades, the home screen
appears in front of your right eye; it's a simple
green square with the time and date and shows
up clearly in all but the brightest of lights. In
the middle is an icon of a smartphone that
shows how many notifications you have. This
includes everything from text messages to
missed calls, Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
When a notification arrives, the message
appears in its entirety in the middle of the
screen.

You can adjust both the position and the
brightness of the projected image, as well as
how long the display will remain on; by default,
it will turn off after a few seconds. A tap on the
touchpad brings the image back to life.

Alexa
"Alexa, what am I looking at?" No, we're not
quite there yet, but the Blades have Amazon's
voice assistant built in, so you can control
smart home devices, check the weather and
news, and more. Cleverly, if you ask for
something visual, like the weather, the Blades
will display a week's forecast for your location.
I was able to look up the weather and play
music on a Sonos One speaker; the Blades were
fairly responsive, but on occasion, they were
slightly slower than using an Echo Dot.
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The Alexa app stays in the Listening mode for a
while, followed by Thinking, even after
executing your command.

As mentioned earlier, if you don't have the
Blades paired with a set of Bluetooth earbuds,
you won't hear Alexa's reply.

To use Alexa, you have to first tap in to the app,
then tap once more to put Alexa into listening
mode. It would be nice if there were at least
one fewer tap.

Vuzix is also planning to incorporate Google
Assistant into the Blades but hasn't announced
timing for that yet.

Messaging
When a message comes in to your smartphone,
it briefly appears on the Blade's display before
disappearing.

From within the Blade's interface, you can view
all of your missed notifications, which can
include everything from messages to the word
of the day. You'll have to go to your



With Alexa  built in,
you can control smart
home devices, check
the weather and more
without looking at your
phone.
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smartphone settings to configure what you
want to receive as there's no way to filter
notifications in the Blade app itself.

Camera
At the moment, the small 720p/8MP camera in
the Vuzix Blade can be used to take photos and
video — a small red LED in the front of the
glasses turns on when you're recording.

The quality of the photos and video taken by
the Blade's camera were OK given its size, but
not nearly as good as you'll find on a
smartphone, even one a few generations old. I
took a photo of my cat using both the Blade
and an iPhone 6S; the former image was less
detailed, and the device struggled more with
moving subjects. My cat, who is not the most
patient subject, was a bit blurry in the Blade's
photos if he was moving.

However, just using the Blade's camera to snap
pictures is a poor waste of its abilities. To show
the potential of augmented reality, I tried a
demo app on the Blades called EON AR
Engine. After launching the app, I pointed the
Blades at a photograph of an airplane engine,
and a virtual model of the engine appeared,
hovering over the picture. By tilting the actual
photo, I could turn the virtual engine, looking
at its various sides.

Apps needed
The Blades do run a version of Android, which
should make it fairly easy for potential
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developers to create apps for the glasses; the
company has reported that more than 400
apps are in the works. Even so, when I was
testing the Blades, there were only 16 apps
available, just slightly more than the100 apps
available for all Vuzix glasses combined (the
M-Series and the M-100).

An Accuweather demo app displays the Earth;
by moving my head, I could navigate to
different parts of the globe. The demo only
shows the weather for three cities: Las Vegas;
Rochester, New York; and Smithfield, England.

A game called Dino Hunt projects a pre-
Cambrian jungle with dinosaurs traipsing
about; by swiveling your head around, you can
move the gun sight around this world, target
the dinos and tap the touchpad to fire.

Other apps include a bubble level, so you can
see if something is straight or tilted, anda
karaoke machine, which shows the lyrics as
pre-loaded songs play.

If you have the Blades paired with an Android
phone, you get a few more features than if
you're using the glasses with an iPhone. For
starters, you can download apps for the Blade
right from your phone (via the Vuzix app); if
you're on iOS, you have to select them on
Vuzix's website.

Also, at the moment, you can get turn-by-turn
directions only when the glasses are paired
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with an Android phone. If you're navigating
using Google Maps or Here WeGo, directions
show up as notifications on your screen.
However, you have to leave the notification
screen on the entire time; I hope a more
elegant solution is in the works.

In the promotional materials and the reviewers
guide, Vuzix advertises Yelp and the Motiv
health and fitness app, which, when paired
with a heart rate monitor, will presumably
show your fitness stats as you work out.
However, the Blades would be the last thing I'd
want to wear while out on a run.

Apps available for other Vuzix smart glasses
include one for Parrot drones, iHeartRadio,
Instagram, Pandora, MapMyRide and Spotify.
Hopefully, they'll soon be available for the
Blades, too.

As small as the app selection for the Blades is,
the Focals look to have an even more limited
(the company calls it "curated") experience:
You'll get weather, turn-by-turn walking
directions, Uber and Alexa.

Battery Life
The rechargeable battery inside the Blade
should last for up to 8 hours, according to the
company. While less than half the claimed
battery life of the Focals, that should be enough
to get you through a workday, but the battery
will drain faster depending on what you're
doing. For example, using Alexa actively for 6
minutes drained the battery by 6 percent, while
a rousing 5-minute game of Dino Hunt took 11
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percent of the Blade's juice. The Accuweather
demo was even more power-hungry, draining
14 percent of the Blade's battery in just 5
minutes.

Bottom Line
Are smart glasses the wearable of the future?
AR glasses certainly have a lot of potential, and
there could even come a time when we use
them more than our smartphones. However, a
number of things have to happen before we get
to that point. For starters, the glasses will have
to be something that people will actually want
to wear, and they'll need to have more
compelling features and apps.

I'm reasonably certain that Vuzix will make
progress toward the above goals, but its first-
generation Blade smart glasses are just that: a
start. I found that their bulkiness makes them
uncomfortable to wear for extended stretches
of time, and, as of now, there just aren't
enough apps to justify keeping them on your
head. 
 
Credit: Tom's Guide
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QUICK TAKE

Consider the Vuzix Blade if
you're really interested in
augmented reality glasses, but
be prepared to wait for apps that
make the glasses a worthwhile
investment.
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Vuzix Blade test-drive: The
return of the CES smart glasses

B Y  S C O T T  S T E I N |  J A N U A R Y  3 ,  2 0 1 9  3 : 0 1  A M  P S T

Alexa-connected smartglasses are here, minus the Alexa

(at the moment). An early hands-on.

0

The Vuzix Blade was promised back at CES 2018: The Alexa-

connected smart glasses, which I demoed then, were like an

updated Google Glass that promised a larger screen and

assistant modes. The Vuzix Blade is now the first product I've

gotten a chance to test in 2019. So far, what I've realized is that

smart glasses are really here.

Whether or not they're useful is another story.
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First of all, these $999 glasses aren't really designed for you at

all. Vuzix says the glasses are aimed at businesses, or those with

impairments that might benefit from pop-up hands-free

assistance. This has been the pitch with previous smart glasses

and Google Glass-like devices, too, and Vuzix is already focused

mainly on enterprise uses for these types of headgear, like the

headset the company made with Toshiba that I briefly wore last

year.

The Blade does, at least, look sort of like regular glasses.

I was wearing contacts when I slid on the thick black Vuzix Blade

glasses, after charging them up and pairing them to my iPhone.

They made me look like a cyberpunk dad, or maybe an art gallery

owner.

The Blade will work with prescription lenses, too, but I haven't

been outfitted with lenses yet. These lenses will let the Blade

work as a pair of functioning everyday prescription glasses, at an

extra price (with prescription lenses, the total cost comes to

around $1200). The Blade kinda sorta works over my own

glasses, but it's not designed to work well that way. I had to

reposition where the display floats in my eyes, and also, I ended

up looking even more ridiculous.

The glasses work as a phone accessory, like a smartwatch. I

paired it to my iPhone and used Vuzix' phone app to set up the

system and connect to Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. The Blade's

Bluetooth connection was really buggy during early tests,

dropping out a lot. Once connected, it can show notifications

from my phone, use the Blade as a music playback remote, and

take photos and videos. (Android phone owners can respond to

Watch this: Alexa-connected smartglasses are

here, with Vuzix Blade 1 : 5 7

Test-driving Vuzix Blade on my face
before CES
1 6  P H O T O S
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messages with quick replies.) The Blade has a little red LED that

lights up to show when you're taking photos of people -- a much-

appreciated attempt to stop Glasshole creepshots.

The Blade floats its single-eye display into the right lens using

waveguides, which allows the glasses to stay compact. The area

where the image is projected has a greenish-iridescent square

etched into the lens, which is otherwise normally transparent. The

visuals were larger than I expected and very crisp and clear. Text

floats and is easily readable in normal light, and games and apps

with graphics display clearly, too, but with some ghostly

semitransparency that comes with the smart glass/AR headset

territory.

Sarah Tew/CNET

What can you do with these?

That's the question, isn't it? The answer for now: not all that much.

The Vuzix Blade has apps, and a few preloaded games use the

onboard gyroscope to work head-turning into a tank battle or

dinosaur hunting. The Blade's head-turning sensitivity isn't

perfectly synced, though, which started to make me nauseous.

A karaoke app with three preloaded songs encouraged me to

sing along to The Girl from Ipanema, which was absurd. But

besides being $1,000 karaoke smart glasses, the easy-to-read

heads-up display suggests other uses for assistance and closed

captioning. Epson's smart glasses have already been put to use

to add captioning for the deaf for theater productions. I could see

the Vuzix Blade being a useful tool for similar purposes, if

someplace had the budget. It also points to a future in which

assistive smart glasses could be as easy to use as wearing a

device that pairs like a smartwatch.

The Vuzix Blade is an Android device, running off a quad-core

ARM processor. It has a 720p/8MP video camera/still camera, and
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a microSD card slot for expandable storage. Technically, this is a

potentially versatile little wearable computer.

It pairs with a phone, like a watch.

Sarah Tew/CNET

But the Blade needs to stay better synced, and be easier to

use...and find a purpose through apps. Amazon's Alexa app,

which I got to try for a few moments in an early build, shows

search results and plays audio once I paired Bluetooth

headphones (the Blade doesn't have in-headset speakers, or a

headphone jack). Similar display-connected wearable assistant

glasses could easily do the same in the future. Amazon has

enabled wearables and headphones to hook into Alexa, and the

Blade would be the first pair of Alexa glasses. Google Assistant

support is also in the works, and both will function as apps that

use the onboard noise-cancelling microphones. But the apps still

aren't available for me to try on my prerelease pair, so stay tuned

for deeper thoughts.

Still, the clear downside with the Blade is navigation. You need to

tap and swipe the Blade's thick side arm, much like the old

Google Glass. It works, but it gets tiring. These smart glasses

haven't conquered easy control. Gyroscopic head-turning

controls and voice commands could help, but they weren't always

put to great use. And that alone, regardless of price and purpose,

could be the Blade's biggest downfall. Still, the Blade doesn't

even go on sale until late January, so these impressions are with

early, prerelease software.

I'll update with more thoughts when final software is available.

CES 2019: See all of CNET's coverage of the year's biggest tech

show.

vusix-blade-15

The most interesting PCs, laptops
and tablets of CES 2018
1 2  P H O T O S
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14 questions CES 2019 has to answer: The issues dominating the

tech landscape.

Apple Watch Series 4 or Series 3: Which one should you buy?

Alphabet's Verily is reportedly making shoes that track weight

and falls: The ultimate step tracker.

 Post a comment

CES 2019  Wearable Tech

CES Products  Alexa

Augmented reality (AR)

Next Article: Apple Arcade wants to become the Xbox and PlayStation of mobile gaming

Celebrating the badass
women of Marvel
B Y  R E B E C C A  F L E E N O R

MWC 2019 and the coolest
things we saw
B Y  E R I C  F R A N K L I N

CNET Magazine
Check out the spring 2019 issue of CNET
Magazine to discover why Black Panther’s
Danai Gurira is an action hero in her own
right. You’ll also meet the women of Marvel
Studios working to help kids think differently
about superheros; travel to Brazil’s rainforest
to learn how one tribe is fighting to save the
Amazon, and ride the waves with surfing
great, Kelly Slater.

Read now!
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Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com>

Activist Investing 
10 messages

Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu> Wed, May 31, 2017 at 5:01 AM
To: "rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com" <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com>

Dear Rick: 
 
I hope this message finds you well. My name is Jake Noone and I am currently a Law Clerk at the leading
law firm in representing activist investors, Olshan Frome Wolosky LLP
 
To provide some background about myself, I graduated from Villanova Law last year and I decided to go
straight into investment banking because I found it to be far more interesting than law. I somehow
landed an offcycle internship at Houlihan Lokey during my last semester of law school through cold
calling Villanova Law alum. I commuted back and forth from Villanova (outside of Philly) to New York
every week for that semester. I worked in the M&A Group, focused on activism and activist defense.
However, as you might know, the activist group took a significant hit with several key members leaving
the firm. I waited around for quite some time to see if HL would rebuild the group, but things weren't
moving very quickly and I began to doubt whether it would ever happen. 
 
I accepted an offer from Olshan in February, partially because I knew that they represented the most
activist investors on the street and partially because I was in a difficult position at HL. While things are
going smoothly at Olshan, my instincts during law school seem to have been correct as I am not enjoying
the legal side of activism as much as the investing side. Many people ask me why I even went to law
school, and while there are numerous reasons, the one that trumps all is that it is a useful degree to have
and the skills learned in law school cannot simply be taught elsewhere. 
 
To make a long story short, I am looking to work for an activist fund and I thought I would reach out to
you since you have been extremely influential in the space. I am not the best at selling myself, but I do
think I can significantly contribute to your firm as I have been in the space for over a year and I have had
exposure to many different roles. I can build white papers, create indepth governance vulnerability
analyses, screen for various targets, and help with business development. 
 
My apologies for the lengthy note, but I always try to be sincere when reaching out to people. If you
know of any opportunities or of anyone I could contact, I would greatly appreciate it. 
 
I am free for a call or meeting at your convenience. 
 
Thank you,
Jake

Rick Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com> Wed, May 31, 2017 at 8:26 AM
To: Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu>

Sure. Let's chat Friday after market closes. 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone
[Quoted text hidden]
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Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu> Wed, May 31, 2017 at 8:54 AM
To: Rick Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com>

Sounds great. What is the best number to reach you?
 

From: Rick Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 11:26:53 AM 
To: Jake Noone 
Subject: Re: Ac�vist Inves�ng
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com> Wed, May 31, 2017 at 10:56 AM
To: Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu>

actually call me before the close.  11 am LA time.
 
my office # is 
 
what city are you in ?
 
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu> Wed, May 31, 2017 at 10:58 AM
To: Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com>

Today or Friday? I am in New York.
 

From: Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 1:56:49 PM 
To: Jake Noone 
Subject: Re: Ac�vist Inves�ng
 
actually call me before the close.  11 am LA time.
 
my office # is 
 
what city are you in ?
 
 
 
On Wed, May 31, 2017 at 8:54 AM, Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu> wrote: 
Sounds great. What is the best number to reach you?
 

From: Rick Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 11:26:53 AM 
To: Jake Noone 
Subject: Re: Ac�vist Inves�ng
 
Sure. Let's chat Friday after market closes. 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
On May 31, 2017, at 5:01 AM, Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu> wrote: 
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Dear Rick: 
 
I hope this message finds you well. My name is Jake Noone and I am currently a Law Clerk
at the leading law firm in representing activist investors, Olshan Frome Wolosky LLP
 
To provide some background about myself, I graduated from Villanova Law last year and I
decided to go straight into investment banking because I found it to be far more interesting
than law. I somehow landed an offcycle internship at Houlihan Lokey during my last
semester of law school through coldcalling Villanova Law alum. I commuted back and forth
from Villanova (outside of Philly) to New York every week for that semester. I worked in the
M&A Group, focused on activism and activist defense. However, as you might know, the
activist group took a significant hit with several key members leaving the firm. I waited
around for quite some time to see if HL would rebuild the group, but things weren't moving
very quickly and I began to doubt whether it would ever happen. 
 
I accepted an offer from Olshan in February, partially because I knew that they represented
the most activist investors on the street and partially because I was in a difficult position at
HL. While things are going smoothly at Olshan, my instincts during law school seem to
have been correct as I am not enjoying the legal side of activism as much as the investing
side. Many people ask me why I even went to law school, and while there are numerous
reasons, the one that trumps all is that it is a useful degree to have and the skills learned in
law school cannot simply be taught elsewhere. 
 
To make a long story short, I am looking to work for an activist fund and I thought I would
reach out to you since you have been extremely influential in the space. I am not the best
at selling myself, but I do think I can significantly contribute to your firm as I have been in
the space for over a year and I have had exposure to many different roles. I can build
white papers, create indepth governance vulnerability analyses, screen for various targets,
and help with business development. 
 
My apologies for the lengthy note, but I always try to be sincere when reaching out to
people. If you know of any opportunities or of anyone I could contact, I would greatly
appreciate it. 
 
I am free for a call or meeting at your convenience. 
 
Thank you,
Jake

 

Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com> Wed, May 31, 2017 at 11:03 AM
To: Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu>

are you free right now ?
 
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu> Wed, May 31, 2017 at 11:03 AM
To: Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com>

I am. I will give you a call. 
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From: Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 2:03:03 PM
[Quoted text hidden]
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu> Wed, May 31, 2017 at 11:05 AM
To: Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com>

Just tried to call. 
 

From: Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 2:03:03 PM
[Quoted text hidden]
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com> Wed, May 31, 2017 at 11:07 AM
To: Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu>

really ?  
 
weird
 
what is your number ?
[Quoted text hidden]

Jake Noone <jnoone1@law.villanova.edu> Wed, May 31, 2017 at 11:07 AM
To: Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com>

9176284648
 

From: Richard Pearson <rick.pearson@pearsoninvestment.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 2:07:00 PM
[Quoted text hidden]
 
[Quoted text hidden]
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